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Experience the Great
American Eclipse
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• Astronomer Talks
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Activities start at 8 a.m.

ARIZONA FACTS
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Find us on Social Media: Facebook.com/LowellObservatory | Twitter: @LowellObs | Instagram: @LowellObservatory

Governor: Doug Ducey, Republican
Nickname: Grand Canyon State
Capital: Phoenix
Population: 6,626,624
Became a state: Feb. 14, 1912 (48th state)
Land mass: 114,000 sq. miles (295,260 sq. km)
Highest elevation: Flagstaff at 7,000 feet (2,130 m)
Most visited attraction: Grand Canyon National Park (4.6 million in 2013)
Number of counties: 15; State parks: 28
State flower: Flower of the Saguaro Cactus
Ten largest cities: Phoenix, Tucson, Mesa, Chandler, Glendale, Scottsdale, Gilbert, Tempe, Peoria, Yuma
Arizona’s 5Cs: Cattle, Climate, Cotton, Copper and Citrus

Arizona’s Natural Wonder
The Grand Canyon is one of
America’s most visited national
parks and one of nature’s most
surreal and sublime creations.
Grand Canyon National Park had
5.5 million visitors in 2015, ranking
number 2 among U.S. national
parks in visitation. The drive to the
South Entrance of the park takes
approximately four hours from the
Phoenix area.

P

resident Theodore Roosevelt
first visited the Grand Canyon
in 1903. An avid outdoorsman
and conservationist, he
designated more than 600,000 acres of
the Grand Canyon Forest Reserve as a
National Game Preserve in November
1906. In January 1908, Roosevelt added
adjacent national forest lands and
designated it a U.S. National Monument,
which was as far as the law allowed
without the support of Congress. At that
time, the Grand Canyon was a national
monument while Arizona remained
a territory. Land and mining claim
owners successfully blocked additional
conservation efforts for another decade,
but Congress eventually approved
legislation. On February 26, 1919,
President Woodrow Wilson signed into law
establishing the Grand Canyon as the 17th
U.S. National Park.
The Grand Canyon numbers among
the world’s greatest geological spectacles
and may be the most spectacular gorge on
the planet. The Grand Canyon measures
277 miles long, from 600 feet to 18 miles
wide, and more than a mile deep. The
Colorado River, earthquakes, and the
powerful forces of water and weather
helped create this giant crevice that
meanders through the Navajo, Havasupai,
and Hualapai Indian Reservations.
For more information,
visit grand-canyon-park.org.

The canyon’s horizontal strata retrace
the geological history of the last 2 billion
years. Geologists estimate it would take
nearly one million cubic miles of rock and
soil to fill the canyon, which the Colorado
River evacuated over time. To enjoy its
storied sunsets, it’s best to arrive an hour
early to enjoy the dynamic color palette
and breathtaking views of mammoth
buttes and shadowed side canyons.
The area has been inhabited for
thousands of years by Native Americans.
These Ancestral Puebloans considered
the Grand Canyon a holy site, as do many
Native Americans to this day. A member of
the Coronado Expedition,
García López de Cárdenas,
was the first European
known to have viewed the
Grand Canyon in 1540.
The South Rim Historic
Village, located at the
northern terminus of the
Grand Canyon Railway,
features many buildings
from the early 1900s.
El Tovar Hotel, known as
one of the most elaborate
hotels west of the
Mississippi when it opened in 1905, was
declared a National Historic Landmark
in 1987. Other buildings of note such as
Hopi House (which also opened in 1905),
Lookout Studio, and Bright Angel Lodge
were designed by famed architect Mary

Jane Colter and are located within walking
distance. The South Rim with its average
elevation of 6900’ is open year-round,
whereas the North Rim is open only from
mid-May to mid-October due to its higher
elevation of 8100’ and its corresponding
heavier snowfall.
The region offers an
array of services and
facilities for visitors,
including more than
2,000 hotel rooms with
campgrounds also
available. Plenty of options
for shopping, dining and
other recreation exist, such
as mule rides and land and
air tours. Planning your trip
well in advance is highly
recommended as lodging
is sometimes booked up to six months
in advance.

The Colorado River,
earthquakes, and
the powerful forces
of water and
weather helped
create this giant
crevice...
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Arizona, was the last of the contiguous,
the Lower 48, to fill in the American
map. On February 14, 1912, with
its wild and lawless frontier days
behind it, Arizona joined the Union
after surviving Civil War skirmishes,
gunfights, and the Apache Wars. At
that time Arizona’s population was
approximately 215,000. In comparison,
the population of neighboring state
California was more than 11 times
larger, at roughly 2.4 million.

PHOENIX

L

ong before Arizona became a state, its
land was scoured by Native Americans in
search of minerals for trade and decoration.
Historians estimate mining took place as early as
1,000 B.C. Native Americans heated copper and
shaped turquoise into jewelry and decorations. The
Tohono O’odham people mined hematite and the
Apaches used cinnabar as body paint.
Spaniards arrived in the mid-1500s
in search of wealth and cities
of gold. As the land began
to change hands, Mexicans,
Europeans and Americans from
the young nation entered the
territory in search of its wellknown deposits of gold, silver,
copper and other minerals found
in the mountains and desert
sands. Prospectors risked their lives in search of
instant wealth. While a few struck it rich, most were
not so lucky. In some cases, great fortunes were
made and lost in short order. In Arizona’s history,
approximately 400,000 mining claims have been
filed in the state, with about 4,000 companies
formed in the industry, some of them vital economic
contributors to this day.

Sheepherders and cattlemen also came to Arizona
to stake their claim on a new life, contributing to the
reputation of the “Wild West” when their hostility
toward each other erupted into range wars over
land and water for their herds. To protect settlers
from unfriendly natives, the U.S. Army came West
and built forts. Several major conflicts between
the cavalry and Native Americans, most notably
members of the Apache tribe, took place in Arizona.
After the surrender of Geronimo in 1886, ranchers,
farmers and other settlers rapidly
expanded their claims on land in
the territory. While the Atlantic and
Pacific Railroad began construction
in 1866, a period of brisk railroad
construction commenced in the
1880s, bringing another wave of
settlers, trade, and civilization to
Arizona.

Arizona remains a
highly popular travel
destination for visitors
from the U.S. and
around the world.
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Many people in search of a new life headed west
and north during the 19th century to seek their
fortunes, or to simply make a living and raise families.
These courageous pioneers laid the foundation
for the Arizona of today, and the storytelling and
folklore that originated in those early days has been
transformed into scores of classic books and movies.
Who hasn’t heard of the

legendary marshal Wyatt Earp and his sidekick Doc Holliday,
and the famous Shootout at the O.K. Corral? Who hasn’t seen
classic Western movies such as Stagecoach, Red River, Fort
Apache, The Searchers and Rio Bravo? All starred John Wayne
and were filmed in part right here in Arizona? Wherever you
go throughout this great state, the history of the Old West
surrounds you.
From the 1950s through the 1970s, Arizona became known for
its five Cs of copper, cattle, cotton, citrus and climate. These
days you can add a sixth C, for Canadians. From business,
tourism and residential perspectives, Canadians remain a major
boom for Arizona’s local economy. In fact, Canadians now
represent the largest foreign sector of the state’s tourist trade,
as well as the majority of new Arizona businesses started by
foreign entities and foreign ownership of both commercial and
residential properties across greater Phoenix and beyond.
Today, 105 years after Arizona became a state, the population
has grown to an estimated 6.7 million people. Phoenix is the
state’s biggest city and the country’s sixth largest overall.
Maricopa County, of which Phoenix is the county seat, accounts
for an estimated population of approximately 4.1 million
residents. Tucson is the state’s second-largest city, with the
population of the greater Tucson metropolitan area exceeding
1 million people. Arizona’s 23rd governor is Doug Ducey, a
Republican, who was sworn into office on January 5, 2015.
Arizona remains a highly popular travel destination for 10’s
of millions of annual visitors from all over the world. What’s
the draw, you might ask? Arizona offers roughly 330 days of
sunshine per year, outdoor recreational opportunities including
world-class golfing, luxurious resorts and hotels, exceptional
cuisine, exciting nightlife, premier shopping areas, and an
abundance of historical landmarks and natural attractions.
The state is rich in Native American culture, with its imprint
readily apparent across the state and more readily so on its
numerous reservations. The history of the Old West can
be found statewide from Southern Arizona mining towns of
Bisbee and Tombstone, Colorado River port of Yuma, in Central
Arizona’s Valley of the Sun in Phoenix and Scottsdale, as well as

in Northern Arizona in the former territorial capital of Prescott,
the red rocks of Sedona, the Route 66 town of Flagstaff and
the terminus of the Grand Canyon Railway in Williams. Running
along Arizona’s northern border are the Grand Canyon,
houseboat capital Lake Powell, and the iconic Monument Valley
on the Navajo Reservation. And let’s not overlook the desert
water resort towns of Lake Havasu City and Bullhead City on
the Colorado River, both of which are favorites among outdoor
enthusiasts.
Phoenix offers every professional sports franchise- the NBA,
MLB, NFL, NHL, WNBA and Arena Football. We also host many
other major annual events that include 15 MLB baseball teams
for Cactus League Spring Training, the Waste Management
Phoenix Open, regarded as the best tournament on the PGA
Tour, College Bowl games and two yearly NASCAR races
at Phoenix International Raceway. Arizona (and across the
Valley of the Sun) offers sporting events year-round to meet
everyone’s individual interest. In 2016, Glendale’s University of
Phoenix Stadium hosted the College Football Playoff National
Championship, and for the first
time, in March of this year, Phoenix
will also host the NCAA’s Men’s
Basketball Final Four.

the beauty of Arizona’s
natural landscape
provides the ideal
backdrop for a
vast array of
outdoor activities

Dotting the calendar are other
international events such as the
Barrett-Jackson Car Auction
and the Scottsdale Arabian
Horse Show. Plus, the beauty
of Arizona’s natural landscape
provides the ideal backdrop
for a vast array of outdoor activities, from swimming, fishing,
boating and hot air ballooning to horseback riding, skiing,
hiking and much more. As we all know, the 48th State is also
known as the Grand Canyon State, a natural wonder that drew
almost 6 million visitors in 2015 at its National Park. All of these
wonderful attributes are wrapped in Arizona’s warm hospitality
and Southwestern charm, guaranteed to give visitors memories
that will last a lifetime.

SEDONA AREA
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The Arizona Diamondbacks are the Major League Baseball in
Arizona, located in downtown Phoenix. Chase Field features a
signature swimming pool, retractable roof and kids play area
called The Phoenix Children’s Hospital Sandlot. D-backs provide
family-friendly entertainment all season long, including free
Sunday game tickets for members of their D-backs Kids Club.
View the full schedule in our Sports section. For more info, call
602.514.8400 or visit www.dbacks.com.
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Northern Arizona Edition

At Lowell Observatory, history and science come together!
Guided tours of the historic campus cover the Clark
Refractor Telescope and the Pluto Discovery Telescope.
Interactive exhibits for people of all ages make Lowell a
family friendly venue that allows all to explore the galaxy,
and get a view into modern science research. Daily solar
viewing and nightly star gazing are offered during favorable
weather. Founded in 1894, Lowell Observatory is perhaps
best known for the discovery of Pluto, but that is not the
facility's only contribution to astronomy. Lowell astronomers
have discovered the expanding nature of the universe,
participated in NASA's New Frontiers program, and continue to conduct modern day research. One of the oldest
observatories in the United States, Lowell was designated a
National Historic Landmark in 1965. In 2011, the Observatory
was named one of "The World's 100 Most Important Places"
by TIME. This is a must see landmark only 5 minutes from
downtown Flagstaff.s, Family Fridays and more.
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Welcome to our
Great State of Arizona.

O

n behalf of the
Grand Canyon State,
WanderAZ magazine extends
you a warm and hearty
welcome. Arizona remains a
world-class vacation destination
for over 42 million travelers
who visit with us every year.
Travel & Tourism is a major
economic engine for Arizona
as travelers to the state (2015)
spent a whopping $ 20.1 billion,
which injects almost $ 60
million dollars into the state’s
local economy every day of
the year. You might also find it
interesting to know that roughly
48% of all annual travelers to
Arizona, are actually visiting
with us for the first time.

to make Arizona an annual
travel destination is Canada,
where an average of 1 million
Canadians each year visit with
us. In fact, Canadians own
approximately 22,000 homes
just in Maricopa County, better
known as the Valley of the Sun.
A huge reason for such a large
Canadian footprint in Arizona is
based on the fact that Canada
and the United States remain
each other’s largest trading
partners. Today, over 350
Canadian companies have
operations throughout Arizona.

Dolphinaris in North Scottsdale!
How about a trip the Wildlife
World Zoo & Aquarium one the
Valleys major attractions. And
when heading north, you must
visit the Lowell Observatory
just minutes from downtown
Flagstaff. And of course we
cannot forget to mention our
Arizona’s Grand Canyon, which
almost 6 million people visited
in 2016, and is only a short
drive north of Flagstaff. But
Arizona offers so much more
from hiking, biking, fishing,
hunting, skiing, ballooning,
skydiving that are all combined
with our spectacular desert
vistas, historic ruins, world-class
golf courses, luxury resorts
and a diverse cultural history,
Whatever your pleasure, you
will experience in Arizona,
along with our warm and
genuine hospitality.

Arizona has so much to offer
everyone who visits with
us. Across the state you will
experience authentic local
The immense value of the
cuisine, superb wineries and
annual travel dollar reaches
local brew houses, world
every corner of the state, and renowned museums and art
impacts all Arizona households. galleries, to premier shopping
We welcome visitors from
and awesome attractions
all over the world, but you
and venues. Have you ever
In closing, we hope you will
may be surprised to know
dreamed of swimming with the enjoy your copy of WanderAZ
that the largest foreign entity
dolphins, well now you can at magazine, which ranks as

Arizona’s premier travel &
lifestyle publication. Every issue
is designed to enhance your
travel experience, which is why
65% of every magazine we
produce focuses on meaningful
traveler information that
educates and informs, while
helping you to better navigate
around the local landscape,
whether it be in Greater
Phoenix or Northern Arizona.
To learn more about some of
the best restaurants, venues
and attractions, we invite you to
visit our dynamic web portal at
www.WanderAZ.com.

Enjoy your stay and
do come back and
visit with us again.

The Wander Media Group, LLC.
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WanderAZ.com
Take us with you 24/7
Save the extra
step. No need to
download an app,
our site fits right
into your phone!

When visiting with us in Greater Phoenix and Northern
Arizona, let WanderAZ.com™ be your local tour guide
for the best places to Eat, Shop, Play and Visit. For a
comprehensive list of the great things to do, historic
venues to visit, or the superb places to eat… take
WanderAZ.com™ with you wherever you go 24/7.
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ShoppingGuideAZ
PHOENIX

ARIZONA MILLS MALL

5000 Arizona Mills Circle,
Tempe
Featuring more than 50
manufacturing outlets
including Harkins IMAX
Theater to the 26,000
square foot aquarium.

DESERT RIDGE
MARKETPLACE

HILTON VILLAGE

DC RANCH MARKET

More than 150 specialty
stores, restaurants,

Located just across from
the Borgata, this location
offers specialty apparel
boutiques and local
restaurants.
hiltonvillage.com

Stroll through the market
street environment,
upscale specialty
boutiques and fine dining
establishments.
beonmarketstreet.com

NORTH EAST
VALLEY

EAST VALLEY

Scottsdale Rd. &
CareFree Hwy.

Offering over 140
specialty retailers
shopfiesta.com

Highway 101 & Scottsdale

entertainment venues
including an 18-screen
AMC Theater.
shopdesertridge.com

simon.com/arizona-mills

OUTLETS AT ANTHEM
I-17 & Anthem Way

Over 374,000 square
feet of top designers and
brand name merchandise
at everyday discounts
up to 70%. Over 60
retailers including Banana
Republic, Guess, Coach
and Gap.
outletsanthem.com

BILTMORE
FASHION PARK

SCOTTSDALE

Sixty specialty shops,
more than a dozen
gourmet restaurants in the
heart of Phoenix’s premier
retail addresses.

Camelback Rd. &
Scottsdale Rd.

24th Street & Camelback Rd.

shopbiltmore.com

SHOPS AT NORTERRA
I-17 & Happy Valley Rd.

This 350,000 square foot
outdoor lifestyle center
offers great shopping,
numerous clothing and
jewelry and an abundance
of specialty stores and
eating options.
norterrashopping.com

Scottsdale Rd. &
McDonald

EL PEDREGAL
MARKETPLACE

Features spectacular
galleries, artists, jewelers,
specialty stores, apparel
boutiques, cafes and
restaurants.ms
elpedregal.com

SCOTTSDALE
FASHION SQUARE

FIESTA MALL

U.S. 60 & Alma School
Rd., Mesa

SAN TAN
VILLAGE MALL

Williams Field Rd., Gilbert
The first super-regional
shopping center in
Arizona to combine
department and specialty
stores, a major cinema
and indoor food court.
shopsantanvillage.
com

225 specialty stores,
and growing, including
the only Neiman Marcus,
Nordstrom, Macy’s
and largest Dillard’s in
the country. The square
boasts more than 40
stores exclusive to
Arizona.
fashionsquare.com

Thompson Peak Pkwy.
& Pima Rd.

CHANDLER
FASHION CENTER

Loop 101 & Chandler
Blvd.

KIERLAND COMMONS
Scottsdale Rd. &
Greenway
Upscale lifestyle
center combining
the best of specialty
and culinary choices.
kierlandcommons.com

SCOTTSDALE
QUARTER
Scottsdale Rd. &
Greenway
370,000 square feet of
retail, restaurants and
entertainment options.
scottsdalequarter.com
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Urban village design that
includes more than 240
shops, restaurants, hotels.
and a 20-screen Harkins
Theater.
chandlerfashioncenter.com

PHOENIX PREMIUM
OUTLETS
Premium Outlets Way,
Chandler

360,000 square feet
of upscale shopping. A
collection of designer
and name brand fashions.
premiumoutlets.com

SUPERSTITION
SPRINGS CENTER
U.S. 60 & Power Rd.,
Mesa
More than 150 specialty
stores and eateries. The
center features an outdoor
amphitheater, desert
botanical walk and indoor
children’s carousel.
superstitionsprings.com

TEMPE MARKETPLACE
Loop 101 & 202

With 1.3 million square
feet of retail space,
featuring dramatic light
and laser elements,
outdoor fireplaces and
unique water features.
tempemarketplace.com

WEST VALLEY
ARROWHEAD
TOWNE CENTER

79th Ave. & Bell Rd. in the
Northwest Valley. More
than 170 specialty stores
and a 14-screen AMC
Theater.
arrowheadtownecenter.com

PARK WEST

Loop 101 & Northern Ave.,
Peoria
355,000 square feet
of open-air shopping,
dining and entertainment.
A 14-screen Harkins
Theatre, nine restaurants
and more than 50
specialty retailers.

TANGER OUTLETS

Loop 101 & Glendale Ave.,
Glendale
330,000 square foot
center features over
80 brand names and
designers with savings
offered up to 70% off the
latest fashion trends.
tangeroutlets.com/
glendale

WESTGATE
CITY CENTER

Loop 101 & Glendale Ave.,
Glendale
Over 100 retailers and
restaurants in one
convenient location.
Westgate is also home to
Jobing.com arena, Gila
River Arena and concerts
by worldclass performers.
westgatecitycenter.com

shopparkwest.com
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Traveler InformationAZ
AIRLINES

AIRLINES

AIRLINES

AIR CANADA TERMINAL 4

SPIRIT AIRLINES TERMINAL 2

ENTERPRISE

ALASKA AIRLINES TERMINAL 2

SUN COUNTRY TERMINAL 2

Reservations  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .1-888-247-2262
Baggage Service  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 1-888-689-2247
www.aircanada.ca
Reservations  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .-800-426-0333
Baggage Service  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 800-535-5225
www.alaskaair.com

AMERICAN AIRLINES TERMINAL 4

Reservations  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 1-800-433-7300
Baggage Service  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .1-800-535-5225
www.aa.com

BOUTIQUE AIR TERMINAL 2

Reservations  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 1-800-247-9297
Baggage Service  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 602-306-4868
www.boutiqueair.com

BRITISH AIRWAYS TERMINAL 4

Reservations  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 801-401-2200
Baggage Service  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .602-267-6503
www.spirit.com
Reservations  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 1-800-359-6786
Baggage Service  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 1-800-359-6786
www.suncountry.com

UNITED AIRLINES TERMINAL 2

Reservations  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 1-800-241-6522
Baggage Service  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 1-800-221-6903
www.ual.com

VOLARIS TERMINAL 4

Reservations  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 1-866-988-3527
Baggage Service  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 1-866-988-3527
www.volaris.com

Reservations  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 1-855-268-847
Baggage Service  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 1-855-268-8478
www.british-airways.com

WESTJET AIRWAYS TERMINAL 4

DELTA AIRLINES TERMINAL 3

SKY HARBOR INTERNATIONAL
AIRPORT INFORMATION

Reservations  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 1-800-221-1212
Baggage Service  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 1-800-325-8224
www.delta-air.com

DELTA CONNECTION TERMINAL 3

Reservations  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 1-800-453-9417
Baggage Service  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 1-800-325-8224
www.delta-air.com

FRONTIER AIRLINES TERMINAL 3

Reservations  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 1-888-937-8538
www.westjet.com

General Information  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .602-273-3300
Passenger Paging .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 602-273-3455
Airport Lost & Found  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 602-273-3333
skyharbor.com

RENTAL CARS

Reservations  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .1-800-432-1359
Baggage Service  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 602-273-7255
www.flyfrontier.com

ADVANTAGE

GREAT LAKES AIRLINES TERMINAL 2

ALAMO

Reservations  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 800-554-5111
Baggage Service  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .602-225-2855
www.greatlakesav.com

HAWAIIAN AIRLINES TERMINAL 3

Reservations .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 1-800-367-5320
Baggage Service  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 480-693-2929
www.hawaiianair.com

JETBLUE AIRWAYS TERMINAL 3

Reservations  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .1-800-645-3880
www.jetblue.com

SOUTHWEST AIRLINES TERMINAL 4

Reservations  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 1-800-435-9792
Baggage Service  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .602-389-3465
www.southwest.com

Toll-Free  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 1-800-777-5500
Local .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .602-244-0450
Toll-Free  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 1-800-462-5266
Local .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .602-244-0897

AVIS

Toll-Free  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 1-800-331-1212
Local .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 602-261-5900

BUDGET

Toll-Free  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 1-800-527-7000
Local .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 602-267-1717

DOLLAR

Toll-Free  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 1-800-800-4000
Local .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 1-602-275-0011
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Toll-Free  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 1-800-736-8222
Local .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 602-225-0588

E-Z RENT-A-CAR

Toll-Free  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 1-800-777-5500
Local .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .602-252-4935

FIREFLY

Toll-Free  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 1-888-296-9135
Local .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 602-258-1883

FOX

Local .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .310-342-5155

HERTZ

Toll-Free  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 1-800-654-3131
Local .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .602-267-8822

NATIONAL

Toll-Free  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 1-800-227-7368
Local .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 602-275-4771

PAYLESS

Toll-Free  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 1-800-729-5377
Local  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 602-681-9589

SILVERCAR

Local .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 602-346-9080

Sixt

Toll-Free  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 1-888-749-8227

THRIFTY

Toll-Free  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 1-800-847-4389
Local  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .602-244-0311

LOST OR STOLEN CARDS
American Express .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 800-528-4800
Master Card  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .800-307-7309
Visa .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .800-847-2911
Discover Card  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .800-347-2683
Carte Blanche/Diners Club .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .800-234-6377

ARIZONA TRAVEL INFORMATION
The traveler’s source for Highway & Travel
information on road conditions, detours,
transit, major airports, tourism . Metro Phoenix
Call 511 throughout Arizona, or go online
at www .az511 .com .

Benson

Bisbee

Casa Grande

Flagstaff

Grand Cnyn

Holbrook

Kingman

Lake Havasu

Nogales

Page

Phoenix

Prescott

Sedona

Tucson

Williams

Yuma

Benson
Bisbee
Casa Grande
Flagstaff
Grand Cnyn
Holbrook
Kingman
Lake Havasu
Nogales
Page
Phoenix
Prescott
Sedona
Tucson
Williams
Yuma

–––
49
113
261
302
382
286
342
362
498
73
433
156
258
275
45
333
282

49
–––
161
311
351
431
335
390
409
548
89
482
205
307
324
93
383
331

113
161
–––
150
191
276
207
230
249
388
131
322
45
147
164
68
203
172

302
351
191
48
–––
81
91
143
204
197
321
132
146
87
28
257
32
316

382
431
276
129
81
–––
172
170
231
197
406
107
231
131
108
342
59
400

286
335
207
139
91
172
–––
234
296
280
303
212
221
174
120
240
123
404

342
390
230
175
143
170
234
–––
61
340
360
275
185
144
171
296
111
215

362
409
249
236
204
231
296
61
–––
401
381
340
204
192
232
317
172
155

73
89
131
280
321
406
303
360
381
517
–––
453
175
277
294
64
353
302

433
482
322
179
132
107
212
275
340
128
453
–––
278
231
160
389
164
448

156
205
45
105
146
231
221
185
204
343
175
278
–––
102
119
111
169
182

258
307
147
41
87
131
174
144
192
279
277
231
102
–––
60
213
67
216

275
324
164
19
28
108
120
171
232
225
294
160
119
60
–––
230
60
301

45
93
68
216
257
342
240
296
317
454
64
389
111
213
230
–––
280
238

333
383
203
80
32
59
123
111
172
229
353
164
169
67
60
280
–––
283

282
331
172
287
316
400
404
215
155
527
302
448
182
216
301
238
283
–––

MILEAGE BETWEEN VARIOUS CITIES IN ARIZONA
AVERAGE ANNUAL TEMPERATURES • PHOENIX & NORTHERN ARIZONA
Region
Greater Phoenix
Prescott
Wickenburg
Jerome/Camp Verde
Cottonwood
Payson
Globe
Sedona

Fahrenheit
63-87
40-70
49-83
51-70
51-70
40-70
47-77
48-76

Celsius
17-31
4-21
10-28
10-21
10-21
4-22
8-25
9-25

Region
Flagstaff
Williams
Grand Canyon Village
Page
Kingman
Bullhead City
Lake Havasu City
Parker

Fahrenheit
32-61
37-64
33-64
48-70
48-76
60-89
62-87
59-89

Whether you’re on a Winning streak or in for a great night’s sleep, Apache Gold Casino
Resort is the place for Iooth. Enjoy non-stop action on our casino floor and a charming
hotel room to dream about winning. Plus, a classic steakhouse and top-ranked golf
course. Visit us today, just five miles east of Globe on Highway 70 in San Carlos. For
resenfations and rnore details, go to Apache-Gold-Casino.com or call 1-800-APACHE8
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Celsius
3-18
3-18
0-18
9-21
9-24
16-32
17-30
15-32

DestinationPhoenix
CAPITAL

Located in
the heart of
downtown
Phoenix, Talking
Stick Resort
Arena (formerly
US Airways
Arena) is home to
the Phoenix Suns,
Phoenix Mercury
and the Arizona
Rattlers .

Deer Valley Rd.

Desert Ridge
Area

Desert
Ridge Mall

•

101

Union Hills Rd.

Turf Paradise
Neighborhood
Bell Rd.

Greenway Rd.

Tatum Blvd.

SPORTS

There are
many reasons
why Phoenix
represents
America’s 6th
largest city, and
a population of
1 .6 million . It is
rich in culture,
offers world-class
shopping, fine
dining, golfing
and many art
museums and
historical venues
worth visiting .

Lookout
Mountain

Moon Valley
Neighborhood

•Country
Moon Valley
Club

Thunderbird Rd.

Country Club

Paradise Valley
Neighborhood

101
51

•

Paradise
Valley Mall

Cactus Rd

Cactus Rd
North
Mountain

Peoria Ave.

Shea Blvd.

Sunnyslope
Neighborhood

Northern Ave

Phoenix
Mountain
Preserve

I-17

Glendale Ave.

•Biltmore
Arizona
Camelback Corridor / Biltmore Neighborhood

•

101
51

•

•

•Arizona

Downtown

•

•
Phoenix Zoo•

24th St.

•

I-10
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Desert
Botanical Gardens

Pueblo
Grande
Phoenix Museum
Sky Harbor
101
International Airport

I-10

16th St.

7th St.

Central Ave.

7th Ave.

Phoenix

32nd St.

101

I-10

44th St.

Heard
•Museum
•ArtPhoenix
Museum

•

Country
Club

52nd St.

Phoenix
County Club

Encanto
Park
AZ State
Fairgrounds
McDowell Rd.

BuckeyeRd.

Camelback
Mountain

Arcadia
Neighborhood

Indian School Rd

Van Buren St.

Shemer
Art
Center

64th St.

Camelback Rd.

56th St.

•

Thomas Rd.

Town of
Paradise Valley

Paradise Valley
Country Club

Bethany Home Rd.
Christown
Mall

19th Ave.

Home to great venues
that include CityScape,
the Heard Museum,
Phoenix Art Museum,
The Arizona Science
Center, Desert
Botanical Garden, the
Phoenix Zoo and so
much more .

University Dr.

Priest Dr.

ATTRACTIONS

Tatum Blvd..

Dunlap Ave.

101

TALKING STICK ARENA

P

hoenix, America’s
6th largest city,
presents a plethora
of possibilities for
its visitors and
residents. A cosmopolitan
city with buildings rising from the Sonoran Desert like the mountains
that surround it, the metropolis reawakened after centuries of
dormancy from its Hohokam inhabitants. The canals the Hohokam
built centuries ago that once criss-crossed the Valley were later
reused for modern irrigation.
This historic repurposing continues in downtown Phoenix to
this day. The 14-story Art Deco Luhrs Tower, built in 1929 and once
featured in Hitchcock’s Psycho, will team with its 10-story brother,
the Luhrs Building, built in 1924 and Phoenix’s first high-rise, to
house a Marriott, retail and commercial spaces, and become today’s
Luhrs City Center. A block away, the recently developed CityScape
hosts multiple dining and nightlife options, revitalizing Phoenix’s
urban core.
Nearby, the recent expansion of the Phoenix Convention
Center and the addition of the 31-story, 1,000 room Sheraton

Grand Phoenix have increased business tourism. All of these are
within walking distance of Chase Field for a ballgame or motocross
competition, Talking Stick Resort Arena for a basketball game or
concert, along with cultural institutions as the Arizona Science
Center, the Rosson House Museum, and the Children’s Museum of
Phoenix. More culture awaits nearby with the Phoenix Symphony
Hall, the Herberger Theater Center,
the Opheum Theater, and Comerica
Theatre, so check those listings.
A short ride on the Light Rail
delivers a Phoenix visitor to the
fantastic permanent collection of
the Phoenix Art Museum, or the
Heard Museum with its unrivaled
collection of Native American archives, historical artifacts and art
works. On that same Light Rail back toward the airport, make a trip
back in time to the Pueblo Grande Museum Archaeological Park to
see the ruins and canals from which modern Phoenix arose. Central
Phoenix offers you the possibility for myriad diversions in a city
center teeming with activity.

a revitalized city
core brings life to
downtown

PHOENIX CONVENTION CENTER
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We StartedwithTrolley Cars!
By Michael P. Murphy

Trolleys were powered by horse and
mule until 1893, when they were
replaced by a more modern electric
railway system.

W

e now have light rail and
comfortable buses to
move people about in the
metro Phoenix area, but it wasn’t
always that way. The concept of
mass transit is always evolving. When
we consider trolley
we think of the
famous trolleys of
San Francisco or
even Disneyland.
However, the
genesis of mass transit in Phoenix
began in 1887 with, you guessed it,
trolley cars.Phoenix was more of a
ranching and farming community
with adobe-style
buildings along
unpaved roads.
An entrepreneur
named General
Moses Hazelton
Sherman began
the Phoenix
Railway Company,
not necessarily
as a means of
moving people to
work and home,
but to promote
his fledgling real
estate business.

By June of 1920, 32 miles of track
made its way through the streets of
Phoenix, with a suburban line carrying
passengers to Glendale from 19111926. The rail lines, which originally
served a short stretch of Washington
Avenue and traveled south on 7th
Street and Central Avenue, were
gradually expanded. In 1912, the 2nd
Avenue extension became known as
the Kenilworth line.
Sherman’s financial problems forced
him to sell the railway to the city in
1928 and the system was renamed
the City of Phoenix Street Railway.
It was not only
popular, but highly
profitable. In 1929
alone 6,665,000
passengers rode the
Phoenix rails at five
cents apiece, with the railway grossing
a healthy $295,000 for the year.
Throughout the Depression and World
War II comfortable buses gradually
replaced the hard-riding electric trolley
cars in Phoenix. The end came in 1947
when all but six trolleys were lost when
a fire destroyed the car barn.

In 1929 alone 6,665,000
passengers rode the Phoenix
rails at five cents apiece…

One of the surviving trolley cars was
#116, now fully restored and can be
found in the Phoenix Trolley Museum
near downtown. Trolley aficionados
had to smile at the sight of one of the
first cars in the new light rail system
that began service in 2008. The car
number? 116A. History is preserved,
and the lineage of riding the rails in
Phoenix continues with the cities stateof-the art Light-Rail system.

To learn more go to www.phoenixtrolley.org
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The Oldest
Arizona Hot Air Balloon
Ride Company
with a Perfect Safety Record

Hot Air Balloon Rides
Offered In
Phoenix • Scottsdale
Chandler • Mesa

and surrounding areas

aerogelicballooning.com
480.247.7813

EVENTS

HISTORIC DOWNTOWN
FOOD TOUR
June 30th
This is the tour that got it
all started in 2011, the now
famous Original Downtown
Phoenix Food Tour. Go
inside the restaurants that
have impacted downtown
Phoenix's culinary culture
and experience what it is,
where it’s going, and how
great it tastes. This tour also
provides an exploration
of the history, roots and
reasons Downtown
Phoenix is becoming a food
Mecca for locals and world
travelers alike. 2 pm.
dtphx.org

PHOENIX PUBLIC MARKET
Saturday Mornings
The Open-Air Market is a downtown gathering place
supporting small farmers and local businesses that
strengthen sustainable food systems and produce healthy
products for the community. 8am – 1:00pm.
phxpublicmarket.com

HISTORIC DOWNTOWN
FOOD TOUR

GARDEN TOUR AT THE
JAPANESE FRIENDSHIP GARDEN
April 5
Tour the peace and beauty of Ro Ho En! With serene
landscape views at every turn of the path, your stroll along
the wide walkway is a pleasant, rewarding experience. The
Japanese Friendship Garden, named Ro Ho En, is a joint
project of the City of Phoenix and our Sister City Himeji, Japan.
Himeji Mayor, Matsuji Totani proposed the garden in 1987
to cement the bonds of
friendship between Japan
and the United States and
particularly between the
peoples of Himeji and
Phoenix. 11 am & 1 pm. $8.

SPOTLIGHT

A LOCAL LANDMARK
SERVES THE BEST
SEAFOOD!

T

he Blue Water Grill is located on
Camelback Road on the site of the
former Fish Market. It’s located
between 16th St and the 51 Freeway,
close to the Biltmore Fashion Park and
the Arizona Biltmore Resort. In addition
to offering the freshest seafood, they
also feature an oyster bar, a sushi bar and
a fresh fish market. Open daily for lunch,
happy hour and dinner. Indoor and patio
seating. Fabulous ambience, superb
service in a very welcoming environment.
Not to be missed. Get Hooked-- at the
Blue Water Grill.
Info: 602-277-3474 or
www.bluewatergrill.com

MUSEUMS
Arizona Science Center
600 E. Washington St.,
Phoenix
602-716-2000
azscience.org

Pueblo Grande Museum
46th St & Washington., Phoenix
602-495-0901
pueblogrande.org

Children’s Museum of Phoenix
215 N. Seventh Street, Phoenix
602-253-0501
childrensmuseumofphoenix.org

Rosson House Museum
113 N. 6th St., Phoenix
602-261-8063
heritagesquarephx.org

Hall of Flame Museum
6101 E. Van Buren St., Phoenix
602-275-3473
hallofflame.org
Heard Museum
2301 N. Central Ave., Phoenix
602-252-8848
heard.org
Phoenix Art Museum
1625 N. Central Ave., Phoenix
602-257-1222
phxart.org
Phoenix Police Museum
17 S. 2nd St., Phoenix
602-534-7278
phoenixpolicemuseum.com

Rosson House Museum

The finest, most detailed residential
restoration in the history of Arizona.

T

he Rosson House Museum is the last vestige of
residential architecture in the original townsite
of Phoenix. Built as a Queen Anne, Eastlake Style
home 1895 for $7500 by Roland Lee Rosson. Dr
Rosson was a prominent surgeon, 13th Phoenix
Mayor and brother-in law to our first Mayor of
Phoenix. In the early 1870's the house and its
surrounding were destine to become a parking lot
for the Conventions Center, but for the passion of
outgoing Mayor John Drigg the area was preserved
and turned into a city park & museum expressing
the early days of Phoenix. The Museum offers 6
one-hour guided tours daily Wednesday - Saturday
beginning at 10am with Sunday tours from noon,
(last tour starts at 3:00pm).
More Info at heritagesquarephx.org
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Who knows where time
goes, but some of it
landed here, preserved
as a community
treasure, and
for you to
explore.

ROSSON HOUSE MUSEUM

Looking BackAZ
By Michael Murphy

The Golden
Arches Come To
Phoenix

Neon golden
arches and
all, the first
McDonald’s
restaurant opens
in Phoenix in May,
1953. Located
at 4050 North
Central Avenue,
it is the first and
only McDonald’s
franchise licensed by brothers
Richard and Maurice McDonald, who
developed a successful new drive-in
restaurant concept in San Bernadino,
California. Independent gasoline
retailer Neil Fox paid a licensing fee
of $1,000 for the Phoenix franchise.
A Yoshi’s restaurant now occupies
the site. Multimixer salesman
Ray Kroc would later take over
McDonald’s operations and expand
it worldwide. The Founder, starring
Michael Keaton as Kroc, opened in
August of last year.

“IT’S OKAY TO HAVE TOO MUCH FUN”

Cave Creek Rd & the 101
20235 N Cave Creek Rd # 111
Phoenix, AZ 85024
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602-923-2389
Open 11am – 11pm All Week
uppercrustwinebar.com

A Modern Transportation Hub 2016

Sky Harbor
A

Serving the Valley for over 80 years

merica’s 9th largest airport
and a proud symbol for the
Valley of the Sun is Sky Harbor
International Airport. The airport
celebrated its 80th birthday under
City of Phoenix control when the city
purchased it in 1935.
Since its beginnings
Sky Harbor has grown
from a small basic
terminal into three large
passenger terminals.
Oddly, when Terminal 1
was demolished in 1990,
the terminals were never
renumbered, leaving the
airport with Terminals 2,
3, and 4. Terminal 3 is
in the midst of a $590
million modernization project due for
completion in 2020. This initiative will
ensure the airport maintains its high
traveler ratings for those who
disembark in Phoenix as their first
point of entry in Arizona.

security areas provides restful spaces
for its air commuters. Innovatively,
Sky Harbor presents exhibition spaces
for art and history displays related to
Arizona history and culture.

Conveniently situated ten minutes
Sky Harbor encompasses 3,000
from downtown Phoenix, Sky Harbor
acres and operates three runways, the
is served by multiple
longest of which is 11,490 feet. Nearly
forms of transit. The
twenty airlines operate out of Sky
City of Phoenix
Harbor accounting for more than 1,200
committed to creating
daily arrivals and departures. Every
Sky Train, a mass
day more than 120,000 passengers
transit system that links pass through its gates along with 800
to the city’s preexisting tons of cargo handled generating $79
Light Rail system. Sky
million in revenue on a daily basis. As
Train will ultimately
a hub of two major airlines and as a
connect the two
primary warm weather destination, Sky
passenger terminals
Harbor served 44 million passengers in
as well as the rental
2015. By all international standards, Sky
car center. The first leg opened in 2013
Harbor is considered to be a world-class
with construction due to complete in
airport and one of the most modern in
2020 at an estimated cost of $1.6 billion
North America.
in an effort to offer convenience and a
more sustainable transportation model.
With Sky Harbor’s
Before Terminal 1 was built in 1948

...an airport commuter
finds within walking
distance many of the
choicest local dining
options at “America’ s
Tastiest Airport.”

Sky Harbor numbers among the
first American airports to recognize
the value of the Local First movement.
Local boutique shops such as A to Z
Kids, Arizona Highways, Pueblo Spirit,
and Changing Hands Bookstore
mix with national chains to provide a
provocative combination of gifts, books,
clothing and sundries. Locally owned
restaurants such as Barrio Café, La
Grande Orange, Matt’s Big Breakfast,
Four Peaks Brewery, and NYPD Pizza,
to name a few, provide travelers with an
eclectic selection of cuisines. Rather
than driving all over the Valley, an
airport commuter finds within walking
distance many of the choicest local
dining options at “America’s Tastiest
Airport.” Comfortable furniture in pre-

continual service advances, early bag
check became available to the rental
car center, sparing travelers the need to
lug baggage onto the shuttles presently
serving the terminals and parking areas.
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Did you know

an average of
FIVE CHILDREN
DIE EACH DAY
as a result of
ABUSE OR
NEGLECT ?
#FIVETOOMANY

CHILDHELP SPEAK UP BE SAFE

Childhelp is the leading
national non-proﬁt dedicated
to helping victims of child
abuse and neglect through

PREVENTION,
INTERVENTION &
TREATMENT

Childhelp Speak Up Be Safe is a child abuse prevention education curriculum for Pre-K
through 12th grade that equips with the skills they need to prevent all forms of abuse.

CHILDHELP NATIONAL CHILD ABUSE HOTLINE
1-800-4-A-CHILD

Staffed by professional counselors, the Childhelp National Child Abuse Hotline is a
24/7/365 confidential service that provides crisis intervention, and support services to
those in need.

CHILDHELP CHILDREN’S ADVOCACY CENTER OF
ARIZONA DEDICATED TO LINDA POPE

This safe haven is designed to significantly reduce the trauma of abuse. The center
houses a coalition of law enforcement, prosecution, social service agencies, medical
professionals and therapists working in unison to investigate abuse and heal injured
children.

CHILDHELP COMMUNITY CENTER

Healthy communities create safer environments for children. The Childhelp Community
Center provides low-income at-risk families with afterschool childcare support,
academic tutoring, self-esteem building, enrichment programs, parenting classes, health
fairs, employment life skills, food/clothes drives and a host of other programs that
encourage happy, secure families.

GET INVOLVED TODAY. Visit childhelp.org for information

on Childhelp’s life-saving programs and services.
FACEBOOK/CHILDHELP

TWITTER/CHILDHELP

INSTAGRAM/CHILDHELP

EVENTS
7TH ANNUAL DOWNTOWN
MUSIC STROLL
April 8
Stroll to fabulous restaurants in
Downtown Phoenix and enjoy
live music, good food and
refreshing drinks. For additional
event information visit:
www.phoenixsymphony.org
/events/downtown-stroll

MARICOPA COUNTY FAIR
April 12 – April 16
An annual occasion to celebrate
and pursue the traditional values
of educational opportunity,
agricultural prosperity and love
of family, midway, commercial
exhibits, hobbies, agriculture
and youth exhibits and
motorized events. Location:
Arizona State Fairgrounds.
maricopacountyfair.org

Don’t be fooled by
our desert landscape,
because just a
short drive from the
Greater Phoenix area,
boaters and water
lovers alike have six
great lakes to enjoy.
Did you know that
within 90 minutes of
the city there is an
abundance of great
lakes for swimming,
fishing, sailing,
and boating? They
are Lake Pleasant,
Sahuaro Lake,
Canyon Lake, Apache
Lake, Roosevelt Lake
and Bartlett Lake.

So, that’s
a fact,
eh?

PHOENIX LIGHTS
FESTIVAL
April 8 – April 9
Phoenix Lights Festival
at Margaret T. Hance
Park.
phoenixlightsfest.com

SPRING RESTAURANT WEEK
May 19 – May 28
Locations Vary. This statewide affair
gives foodies the chance to explore
culinary delights from hidden taco
shops and steakhouses to high-end,
award-winning, white-tablecloth
eateries. Arizona Restaurant Week
celebrates the best the state has to
offer. Arizona Restaurant Week is the
most edible time of the year, giving food
lovers the opportunity to enjoy a three-course,
prix-fixe dinner at a number of participating Arizona
restaurants. Leave the cooking to someone else and
head over to that restaurant you’ve been dying to try.
arizonarestaurantweek.com

ARIZONA WOMEN’S EXPO
April 22 – April 23
Get ready for an amazing
weekend filled with the best
experts in Finance, Health and
Wellness, Careers, Building
a Business, Home Design,
Fashion, Community Service,
Travel and more. We've spent
the last year searching the
globe to bring you the very best
Seminar Speakers designed
to motivate and inspire you to
live your best life. Features 565
exhibits representing fashion,
home décor, cooking, health,
nutrition, fitness and finance,
with celebrity speakers, plus
three stages featuring fashion
shows, decorating, cooking
theater, celebrity book signings
and a beauty bar.
www.azwomensexpo.com

PHOENIX COMICON 2017
May 25 – May 28
The chance for fans to meet with their favorite
creators, actors, authors and get their autograph (and
have a photo taken with them!). The top comic book
writers and artists in the industry, featuring many
genres from pop culture (anime, authors, horror, and
steampunk) and presenting a full weekend of events
and activities for you and your family. Held at the
Phoenix Convention Center. phoenixcomicon.com
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AWARD WINNING

EAT LOCAL
DRINK LOCAL
EXPERIENCE LOCAL

NEXTDOOR TO THE SHERATON GRAND PHOENIX

320 N. 3RD STREET | PHOENIX, AZ 85004
602 817 5400 | DISTRICTRESTAURANT.COM

voteD
best
seafooD
by arizona foothills magazine

Come taste what we’re famous for – ultra fresh, tasty and
sustainable seafood! Get up to $20 and invites to special
events when you join our eCrew at bluewatergrill.com/ecrew!

come in, get hooked

1720 east camelback rd
tel 602 277 fish (3474)

bl u ewat e r g ri l l . com

OY S T E R B A R · S U S H I B A R · H A P P Y H O U R · R E TA I L S E A F O O D M A R K E T · O P E N DA I LY
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The Royal Canadian Air Force or RCAF, is known the world over as one of
the highest trained and elite fighting groups on the planet. The RCAF may
not be the biggest air force, (roughly 400 aircraft in service today) but it does
represent the sixth-largest air force in the America’s after the U.S Air Force,
Navy, Army, Marine Corps and Brazilian Air Force.
The RCAF has supported many American efforts in the Middle East, and
remains a staunch ally with the United States. They provided special
operations, theater support elements in the Persian Gulf region during the
early 1990s, and also tactical reconnaissance involving unmanned aerial
vehicles (UAV’s) at Kandahar Airfield in Afghanistan. The Canadian air wing at
Kandahar officially stood down in August 2011.

OUR OTHER
GREAT
NEIGHBORS
FROM THE
NORTH
By: Leslie James

H

owever, maybe even more
familiar to most Americans,
and Arizona’s annual golfers
(as they look skyward) is
Canada’s second elite air
group, the CFGS, better known as
Canada’s Flying Geese Squadron. Each
year, Canada geese fly south in the fall
to warmer weather (just as their human
counterparts flock to Arizona), and then
return in the spring when the warmer
weather returns. The flight pattern
these geese take is nothing short of
amazing, and is not without its dangers
from predators, weather conditions and
hunters. Yet, every year, these remarkable creatures make this incredible
journey which is thousands of miles
each way. During this annual migration,
they use landmarks and even the stars
to guide them to their designation.

Have you ever wondered why these majestic birds fly in a V-shaped flight pattern,
or what all that squawking is all about as
they fly across the skies? Well maybe it’s
because flying in an S formation would
be too difficult, right? All kidding aside,
researchers have

determined that the V-shaped formation
serves two key purposes. First, the geese
conserve energy because each bird flies
just above the bird in front of it, which
reduces wind resistance. Then, the geese
take turns flying in the front of the formation, and fall back when they get Ired.
This rotation allows them to fly for longer
periods of time before stopping to rest. Another major benefit for the V-shaped flight
pattern is that all the birds can easily keep
track of one another– helping them with
communications and coordination within
the group. Fighter pilots often use this
same formation for the very same reasons.
When the geese arrive at their intended
designations ons, mainly the local golf
courses and artificial lakes, they fill the
landscape in large flocks and what a sight
they are! An adult gander (male) is bigger
than the goose (female) averaging 30

the V-shaped formation
conserves energy and
reduces wind resistance
inches in length with a wingspan of 60
inches. They can become aggressive, but
only if you bother them or hit them with an
errant golf ball, which I’m sure many have
endured that unfortunate experience while
vising with us. Their natural predators include dogs, eagles, coyotes and bobcats,
but unfortunately, humans remain their
primary foe.
Canada geese are protected under federal
and state law; requiring both a hunting
license and open season to hunt them. It’s
hard to believe that in the 1950s, they were
considered extinct until a few remnant
populations were discovered in the 1960s.
Today, Canadian geese have become
over-abundant and have expanded their
geographical range.

FOOTNOTE. Canada is a major player in Arizona’s economic footprint.
In 2015 more than 1 million Canadians visited Arizona, and spent
a whopping $ 1 billion when here. In Maricopa County, Canadians
own approximately 30,000 homes, and are also the largest foreign
investor of commercial properties state-wide. Over 350 Canadian
companies operate throughout Arizona, and those same companies
employ 125,000 Arizonans. Canada is one of Arizona’s leading trading
partners, and values the relationship it shares together. For more
information on the Canada-Arizona footprint, go to the Canada Arizona
Business Council at: www.canaz.net
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WHAT DOES

$111 MILLION
IN CHARITABLE GIVING
FEEL LIKE?

ONE SUCCESS STORY
AT A TIME.
TIME AFTER TIME.
IMPROVING THE QUALITY OF LIFE IN OUR COMMUNITIES is just one of the many
missions of The Thunderbirds, hosts of the Waste Management Phoenix Open presented by The Ak-Chin Indian
Community. Like St. Mary’s Food Bank. St. Joseph the Worker. Valley of the Sun YMCA. Mission of Mercy.
And countless others. More than $111 million has been gifted to hundreds of deserving charities over 81 years,
but the true impact can be expressed one story at a time. The Thunderbirds would like to thank all of our fans and
sponsors for your continued support of the Waste Management Phoenix Open.

Andy Markham, Thunderbird

For more Arizona success stories, visit
www.thunderbirdscharities.org

DestinationScottsdale
SCOTTSDALE
Scottsdale boasts a
current population of some
230,000 residents. It is one
of the most desirable areas
in the U.S. to both live and
visit. Scottsdale is a diverse
region that offers a wide
assortment for some of
the world’s best shopping,
fine dining, museums, art
galleries and great golfing.

OLDTOWN

In Downtown Scottsdale,
there are several blocks
that residents identify as
Old Town Scottsdale. This
area presents a curious
mixture of older buildings
harking back to Scottsdale’s
late 1800s and early 1900s
and period architecture.
Pedestrian ways link
to the Civic Center and
the historic “Little Red
Schoolhouse.” With its
dynamic combination of
galleries, artisan shops,
great restaurants, and
historical buildings, tourists
and locals love to wander
around and take in Old
Town’s ambiance.

ART GALLERIES
Marshall Way is home to more
than 100 art galleries. Enjoy
the weekly ArtWalk held every
Thursday evening from 7-9PM.
It’s a great opportunity to see
some unique art, and mingle
with artists and owners alike.

BASEBALL
Downtown
Scottsdale is the
spring training home
to the 2014 World
Champion San
Francisco Giants.
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CASUAL SHOPPING IN OLD TOWN

G

olf, resorts, spas, clubs, art
galleries, great shopping,
and its Old Town core
draw an estimated 7.5
million tourists to “The
West’s Most Western City.” The
roughly 230,000 residents, along
with its visitors, enjoy Scottsdale’s
robust art scene. Scottsdale is
home to more than 125 art galleries
and studios, among the highest per
capita in the U.S. Residents and visitors
alike enjoy the annual Scottsdale Art Festival and weekly ArtWalks.
The recently opened Scottsdale’s Museum of the West has fortified
its western heritage, adding another entry with the SMOCA.
To relax from the rigors of western life, Scottsdale also boasts
the highest number of destination spas per capita in the nation to
complement its high-end resorts and hotels offering 15,000+ rooms.

The Scottsdale Fashion Square’s approximately 225 stores offers
visitors a vast, upscale shopping venue.
All of this originated from the humble beginnings of a Pima
Indian village and then in the late 1800s a small town founded when
U.S. Army Chaplain Winfield Scott purchased 640 acres for $2.50
per acre, for agricultural
use. Scottsdale has grown
to 185 square miles and
borders the Salt River PimaMaricopa Indian Community,
maintaining a link and
relations to its past.
With all Scottsdale has
to offer, it is no wonder the
city was once voted America’s “Most Livable City,” a concept it
continues to carry with its wide variety of outdoor activities, spas,
culture, casual eats, fine dining, and it famous, walkable Old Town.

this originated from the
humble beginnings of a
Pima Indian village

SCOTTSDALE WATERFRONT
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Scottsdale’s

Fighting
Parson
Great Scott

Land at $2.50
an Acre

By Leslie James

W

infield Scott was born
on February 26, 1837
and over his career became an American Baptist minister, military
officer, and politician. In 1862 he joined
the War effort to fight in the American Civil
War. He was commissioned as a Captain
in the U.S. Volunteers. Scott became
known as the “Fighting Parson” while he
commanded Company C, of the 126th
New York Volunteers. After being wounded during the Battle of Harpers Ferry and
twice each during the battles at Gettysburg and the Spotsylvania Court House,
Scott’s wife Helen petitioned President
Lincoln to allow her to take her husband
home so she could nurse him back to life.
President Lincoln agreed to her request.
As a result, Captain Scott was medically
discharged from the military service on
September 23, 1864.

Scott’s influence extended far beyond
Scottsdale. In 1897, Governor Myron
H. McCord appointed him Chaplain of
the Arizona National Guard. He also
represented Maricopa County in the
lower house. Scott, became the pastor of
the Lone Star Baptist Church (now First
Baptist Church) in Prescott, and organized
churches in Naco and Douglas, Arizona.
In 1902 Scott was named Chaplain in chief
of Grand Army of the Republic and in 1903
was also appointed to the Arizona Board
of Regents where he served as Chancellor
(board chairman) for the following year.

In February 1888, Scott visited the Salt
River Valley in Phoenix, and local leaders
hoped the chaplain would help them to
promote the area. Scott was so impressed
with the region that he purchased 640
acres for $2.50/acre for agricultural use.
His land purchase is known today as
“Downtown Scottsdale” and would carry a
present day value of over $ 1 billion. However, it was not until 1896 that the town’s
name was actually changed to “Scottsdale”
in honor of Scott.

Scott became ill, and in 1909 he moved
to San Diego, California where he died
shortly thereafter on October 19, 1910. Scott
was buried in Mount Hope Cemetery in
San Diego, but his legend lives on in Scottsdale, Arizona.

Scott’s influence went far
beyond Scottsdale. In 1897, the
Governor appointed him Chaplain
of the Arizona National Guard

SPOTLIGHT

A CHICAGO LEGEND IS
NOW IN SCOTTSDALE

T

he Boss Pizza Bar offers fresh
and authentic recipes, great
ambience, and is a fun
and casual place for
lunch or dinner. Did
we also mention
it’s in heart of
“Downtown
Scottsdale” with
truly affordable
prices? Whether
you are seeking
(the best) Pizza,
or non-pizza items
like Wings, Taco’s, a Salad, Classic
Sandwich or mouth-watering Burger;
one this is for sure-- if you don’t stop
by “The Boss” you’ll be disappointed.
Indoor and patio dining. Located one
block west of Scottsdale Rd on 2nd St.
Info: 480-777-2677 or
www.bosspizzabar.com

Hollywood has
always come to
Arizona, where many
classic western
films were shot.
However, did you
know that scenes in
Casablanca, Raiders
of the Lost Ark, Tank
Girl, Planet of the
Apes, Natural Born
Killers, Wayne’s
World, Raising
Arizona, Little Miss
Sunshine, as well as
Return of the Jedi of
the Star Wars series
were also filmed all
or in part in Arizona?

Well,
wada ya
know!
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Pizza • Pasta • Salads • Cocktails

“Hyper hip, super creative, extraordinary sushi.”
– ZAGAT

W Scottsdale

/

480-970-2121

/

sushiroku.com
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EVENTS

CASINOS

OLD TOWN FARMERS MARKET
Saturdays through June
This lively market features local growers and specialty food
producers, Be ready to find a wide variety of organic, and pesticide
free produce. Find seasonal specialties such as cider and apples,
flowers, natural pork, beef, fish, free range eggs. and local cheeses.
Freshly baked artisan breads, Amish friendship breads, jams,
picadillies, and tamales, are just some of the great local foods you’ll
find here. Family friendly, and well-mannered pets welcome!

Fort McDowell Resort & Casino
10424 North For McDowell Rd.
Fort McDowell
800-THE-FORT

THE ORIGINAL TASTE
Saturday, April 22nd
This event held at the
Scottsdale Waterfront
brings more than 35 years
of experience hosting the
Valley’s premier food & wine
tasting event. This event
combines more than 40 of
the Valley’s best restaurants,
over 50 wines from across
the world, select brands of
beer and premium liquor,
entertainment and a scene you
will not want to miss!

Casino Arizona
101 & McKellips
524 North 92 Street
Scottsdale
480-850-7777

CULINARY ARTS FESTIVAL
Saturday, April 8th – Sunday, April 9th
This festival draws more than 40,000 visitors looking to enjoy
fabulous food, fun and festivities. 40 local restaurants, 30 craft
breweries, 20 bands, a teen cooking challenge, chef demos,
family zone, wine garden and vodka lounge are just some of
the highlights to top this year’s event. No matter what kind of
culinary experience you crave, there’s something for everyone!
If you love great food, fine
wine and boutique brews,
the Scottsdale Culinary
Festival is a priority on
your itinerary.
www.scottsdalefest.org

AJ’S SUMMER WINE
SPECTACULAR TASTING EVENT
Saturday, May 20th
AJ’s Summer Wine Spectacular Tasting Event is
the perfect opportunity to discover new wines
with friends in a fun, entertaining setting while
supporting the arts. The event features tastings
of more than 40 exceptional wines of value, all
personally rated and selected by AJ’s cellar
masters, who will be available to provide their
expert recommendations for wine and food
pairings. Tastings will be complemented with
gourmet specialties from AJ’s, including artisan
breads and cheeses, shrimp cocktail, sushi,
delectable sweets and more. Event will be held
at Scottsdale Center of Performing Arts.
scottsdaleperformingarts.org

Talking Stick Resort
9800 East Indian Bend Road
Scottsdale
866-850-7777

MUSEUMS
McCormick-Stillman Railroad Park
7301 E. Indian Bend Rd
Scottsdale
480-312-2312
therailroadpark.com
Scottsdale Museum of the West
3830 Marshall Way
480-686-9539
scottsdalemuseumwest.org

SCOTTSDALE ARTWALK
Thursdays
A 40-year tradition, the
ArtWalk process is simple —
proceed at your own pace,
wander into galleries that
capture your fancy, stroll
around a delightful area
punctuated by dramatic
statues, bubbling fountains,
tree-covered courtyards,
famed restaurants and more.
Horse-drawn carriage rides
and trolley rides are often
available from plentiful free
parking areas nearby. The
trolley runs until 9 p.m. every
Thursday evening.

SPRING RESTAURANT WEEK
Friday, May 19th – Sunday, May 28th
Locations Vary. This statewide affair gives foodies the chance
to explore culinary delights from hidden taco shops and
steakhouses to high-end, award-winning, white-tablecloth
eateries. Arizona Restaurant Week celebrates the best the state
has to offer. Arizona Restaurant Week is the most edible time
of the year, giving food lovers the opportunity to enjoy a threecourse, prix-fixe dinner at a number of participating Arizona
restaurants. Leave the cooking to someone else and head over
to that restaurant you’ve been dying to try.
arizonarestaurantweek.com
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Pizza
Beer
Sports

BOSS Pizza Bar is a great
new addition to Old Town
Scottsdale. A creation of
famed Chicago restaurateur
Tony Alfonso, BOSS Pizza
specializes in a Chicago
style thin crust that spans
the culinary gambit from
Mexican, Memphis, Fat Guy
and NY Honey to name a few.
Everything at BOSS is fresh,
including their array of salads,
amazing cheeseburgers and
fish tacos, or how about one
of their awesome appetizers
like BOSS’s famous Italian
eggrolls. Enjoy Old Town’s
largest outdoor patio, or
watch your favorite sporting
event showing on more than
30 flat screen TV’s.

7125 E. 2nd Street, Scottsdale, AZ • 480-777-2677

BossPizzaBar.com

Located on 2nd St. and Scottsdale Rd. Just West of Salty Senorita.
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Mountain
others
Camelback or
in the
Climbing
valley
“Better
safe than
sorry?”

Remember the expression;

W

By Jonathan Funk

ell many who visit the Valley
every year clearly have
not. Climbing Camelback
Mountain (or any other mountain) must
be taken seriously. It’s a dangerous

endeavor, even
when it’s not 115
degrees, and if
you are not well
equipped for
your outing,
you can easily
find yourself,
or a loved one, in
a life-threatening
situation. People
die, and rescues are
made every month,
and almost weekly
during the hotter
summer months.
Camelback Mountain
looks like a kneeling camel and is one of
the Valleys most well-known, but don’t
be fooled as it’s no walk in the park. It
beckons residents and visitors alike to
climb to its peak of 2,704 feet, which is
the highest of our local mountains. It can
be a grueling climb so visitors may want
to choose from the dozens of miles of
other trails that are offered within the
city’s preserve system. Many offer less
crowds, and easier climb, but all offer
classic views of the Sonoran Desert.
WanderAZ • Spring 2017

Camelback actually offers two hiking trails;
the Summit at 1.2 miles and the Cholla
(choy-a) at 1.5 miles. The Cholla trail is a
little more forgiving (1,300 feet from start
to summit) as compared to the Summit (at
2,704 feet) on the opposite
side which is busier, more
rugged and steeper. Both
are super trails, but offer
distinctively different
challenges, so chose
accordingly. Camelback
Mountain towers over the
Phoenix and Scottsdale
landscapes and offers
awesome views.

TIPS BEFORE YOU HIKE.

Even in the fall and spring periods
the heat can be excessive, so here
are a few tips before you head out
to tackle the Camel, or any other
mountain in the Valley. Always check
the weather reports before starting
out. Tell someone where you are going,
and when you expect to return. Make
sure you have proper hiking boots.
Dress properly and carry enough water
for the entire trip. In the desert, you will
dehydrate faster than ever expected.
Heat exhaustion is your primary enemy.
Wear a cap to protect your head and
use sunscreen even if it’s cloudy, as the
rays still get through. Carry a small first
aid, or a few bandages in case of a fall. A
camera will capture the awesome views.
Other mountains for hiking include
Piestewa Peak, Papago Park, Pinnacle
Peak and South Mountain. For more
information go online to:
phoenix.gov/parks/trails
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DestinationNortheastValley
CITIES
FURTHER
NORTH

This region encompasses
the more affluent
residential communities
of Paradise Valley, North
Scottsdale, Carefree, Cave
Creek and Fountain Hills .

EVENTS

Each year the NEV plays
host to a number of
world-class events such
as the Barrett-Jackson
Car Show and the Waste
Management Phoenix
Open, which is played
at the legendary TPC
Scottsdale .

Ody Sea Aquarium

ATTRACTIONS
The NEV offers superb
shopping, a wide
assortment of fine dining
and, of course, great
golfing . It is also home to
Fort McDowell Casino,
Talking Stick Resort,
Casino Arizona and the
spring training facility for
the Diamondbacks and
Colorado Rockies at Salt
River Fields .

ACTIVITIES

This region hosts three
of the Valley’s most
interesting venues: Frank
Lloyd Wright’s Taliesin
West, the MIM, and
Butterfly Wonderland, a
rain forest experience .
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KIERLAND COMMONS

T

he Northeast Valley, including
parts of Paradise Valley, North
Phoenix, North Scottsdale,
Fountain Hills, Carefree, Cave
Creek and Anthem, is a vibrant
and engaging region that contains some of the
fastest growing communities in the Valley. Known
for its beauty, quality lifestyle, and high household
incomes, the NEV provides multiple opportunities to explore.
North Scottsdale is the home of Westworld, the site of
Scottsdale’s Arabian Horse Show and the Barrett-Jackson Car Show.
A short drive away is The TPC, golf course of “The Greatest Show
on Grass.” Frank Lloyd Wright chose the foothills of the McDowell
Mountains in the NEV for his Taliesin West, an architectural gem.
The acclaimed Musical Instrument Museum, or MIM, is located just
off of Loop 101 for those who wish to take a global musical journey.
Top shopping venues such as Kierland Commons and Scottsdale

Quarters run along the North Scottsdale Road corridor and a
short drive takes you to the Desert Ridge/High Street shopping,
residential and entertainment complex. Great golfing abounds
with Grayhawk Golf Club, Troon North, and Wildfire Golf Club. The
world’s fourth largest fountain at 562 feet is a short, scenic side trip
to Fountain Hills. Like much of
the Valley, the NEV is a great
place to take a hike, and also
offers outdoor adventures
such as horseback riding or
4-wheel tours.
The NEV deserves a visit,
as millions find out every
year. Whether you seek gourmet cuisine, boutique shopping, golf,
outdoor adventure, or culture, this Northeast Valley is an area not
to be missed.

a vibrant and engaging
region that contains fast
growing communities

DOLPHINARIS
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EVENTS
21st ANNUAL ARIZONA BIKE WEEK
April 5 – April 9
Motorcycle, racing, flat
truck racing, charity rides,
concerts, vendor shows,
motorcycle demo rides,
entertainment and food.
azbikeweek.com

MUSEUMS
Cave Creek Museum
Corner of Basin & Skyline off
Cave Creek
480-488-2764
cavecreekmuseum.org

25TH ANNUAL
FLAVORS OF
PHOENIX
Thursday, May 25th
This event features top chefs from across the state while
benefitting the American Liver Foundation.
Location: The Westin Kierland Resort & Spa.

Frank Lloyd Wright’s
Taliesin West
12345 N. Taliesin Dr., Scottsdale
888-516-0811
franklloydwright.org

CAR SHOW
Saturdays
Celebrating over 20 years, This Rock 'n' Roll McDonald's Classic Car Show in Scottsdale
is the perfect destination to see classic cars and motorcycles in a free open air event
complete with 50's era music provided by "Party Time DJ's. An average night showcases
anywhere from 250 to 500 cars and up to 150 motorcycles. Where: The Pavilions at Talking
Stick, 4:00 pm – 8:00 pm. thepavilionsattalkingstick.com

Musical Instrument Museum (MIM)
4725 E. Mayo Blvd., Phoenix
480-478-6000
mim.org

SPRING RESTAURANT WEEK
May 19 – May 28
Locations Vary. This statewide affair gives foodies the
chance to explore culinary delights from hidden taco
shops and steakhouses to high-end, award-winning,
white-tablecloth eateries. Arizona Restaurant Week
celebrates the best the state has to offer. Arizona
Restaurant Week is the most edible time of the year,
giving food lovers the opportunity to enjoy a threecourse, prix-fixe dinner at a number of participating Arizona restaurants. Leave the cooking to someone else and
head over to that restaurant you’ve been dying to try. arizonarestaurantweek.com
SPRING ART CHALK ART FESTIVAL
Saturday, April 29th
Desert Ridge Marketplace - Vestar and the
Southern Arizona Arts and Cultural Alliance
are inviting artists to hit the pavement,
with chalk that is. Over 35 amazing artists
will participate in the Phoenix Chalk Art
Festival, which brings the pavement to
colorful life. Watch as artists transform the
sidewalks into colorful works of art and
bring the kids to play in the designated
KidZones. www.shopdesertridge.com
ROADRUNNER PARK FARMER’S MARKET
Saturdays through May
Local farm produce including fresh vegetables &
fruit, baked goods, honey, jams and jellies, nursery
stock, natural pork, beef and fish, hand crafted
items. Roadrunner Park includes a large children's
playground with play equipment, a fishing pond,
ducks and geese on premises, swimming pool,
soccer fields, and all kinds of special events.
Canine "Good Citizines" always welcome! Free
admission, free parking. Also available at this
market: Easy credit card shopping!

Arizona is the
48th state to enter
the Union. Did
you know why it
became a state
on Valentine’s
Day in 1912?
When President
William Howard
Taft was ready
to admit Arizona
on February 12,
his administration
realized it was
Abraham Lincoln’s
birthday. As 13 was
the next day and
considered bad
luck, February 14
became the day
Arizona received
statehood.

It’s all
because of
Abe.
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fresh italian
made from scratch
Read our review over on
www.wanderaz.com

La Cucina Bistro & Wine Bar
14692 N Frank Lloyd Wright Blvd • Scottsdale, AZ 85260
in the Safeway shopping center

(480) 451-0001

experience the architectural artistry of

FRANK LLOYD
WRIGHT’S
TALIESIN WEST

Wright designed taliesin West as his winter
home and workplace. today guided tours
lead you through his desert masterpiece, now
Scottsdale’s only national historic landmark.
VISIT US

12345 N. TALIESIN DRIVE, SCOTTSDALE, AZ 85258
interSection oF cactUS road & Frank lloyd Wright BlVd.
BOOK YOUR TOUR TODAY

888.516.0811

ScottSdale, a rizona
Frankl loydWright.org
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WOW
2017 has become the greatest year on
record, and certainly reaffirms that the
WASTE MANAGEMENT PHOENIX OPEN
remains the greatest show on grass

Hideki Matsuyama

T

By Leslie James

The Phoenix
Thunderbirds, along
with their army of
dedicated volunteers,
who annually host
this event, set a new
“global” standard for
this legendary golf
classic in 2017.

he WMPO held annually at the TPC in
Scottsdale started breaking records from
day one! Daily attendance records started
toppling when the gates first opened. Then came Friday, February 3rd, where
two more OPEN records bit the dust. Friday had a single day attendance
record of 204, 900, and this number also set a second record— it represented the
biggest single day attendance ever to attend a golf game in world history. These
204,900 fans literally blanketed the golf course. It was an awesome spectacle.

If you are a golf enthusiast, or
simply want to escape the colder
winter climates – head south
and west to Phoenix, Arizona
and witness in person one of the
worlds signature events on the
PGA Tour. Make sure to you book
a trip to Scottsdale in 2018 and
see for yourself, why the world
calls The Waste Management
Phoenix Open -- The Greatest
Show on Grass.

The weather was superb all week long with an average daily temperature in the mid
70’s which certainly added to the record breaking attendance. But let’s not forget the
quality of this year’s players which was also a huge factor. Just as it was in 2016, the last
day saw leaders fade and newcomers move up in the standings. By the 16th hole on
the final day of play, it was really down to two key players, 25-year old Japanese Hideki
Matsuyama, last year’s WMPO winner, and a relative newcomer, 31-year old American,
Webb Simpson whose most notable win came at the 2012 U.S. OPEN as an amateur.
However, as Hideki Matsuyama did in 2016 when winning the WMPO, he is the first
golfer to win back-to-back championships since Johnny Miller did it in 1974-75. Ironically,
in 2016, Matsuyama needed four holes of sudden death play to beat Rickie Fowler.
In this year’s OPEN, it was De-ja vu all over again, when it took another four holes of
sudden death play to beat Webb Simpson by one stroke. Matsuyama and Simpson
finished with a 17-under 267 for the tournament.
The purse for this year’s WMPO was $ 6,700,000 with $ 1,206,000 going to this
year’s winner Hediki Matsuyama, which brought his career earnings to $ 4,368,498.
Webb Simpson, whose career earnings over 7 events, prior to this year’s WMPO
totaled $ 239,394, took home $ 723,600 for his second place finish, raising his career
winnings to $ 962,944.
Through 2016 the Phoenix Thunderbirds had raised over $100 million for local charities.
The 2016 WMPO raised a record $ 9,369,873, and little doubt exists that this year’s
number is likely to exceed $ 10,000,000 and with it another record. Only time will tell.
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Webb Simpson

Ambassador Fine Cigars
offers you the only
Davidoff Smoking
Lounge in Arizona.

D

avidoff of Geneva USA
celebrates the opening of its
newest lounge in Phoenix,
AZ. The Davidoff Lounge at
Ambassador Fine Cigars will
provide an upscale cigar sanctuary in the
Phoenix-Scottsdale metro area. The 2,000
square foot Davidoff Lounge was designed
with the cigar connoisseur in mind. The
engaging design of the lounge creates one
large, seamless space connecting refined
custom décor, architectural features, art,
and a well-appointed conference room.
The unique 3 dimensional art installation
compliments the fusion of cigar pleasure
and Arizona’s unique and spiritual
landscape. All decorative elements give
each Davidoff Lounge a recognizable
stamp of quality and luxury. Ambassador
Fine Cigar’s high degree of customer
service and care has always been a top
priority for owner Vartan Seferian. Since its
humble beginnings in 1997, it has grown
substantially, winning two Davidoff Golden
Band Awards along the way. Outside of the
main lounge, amenities include an elegant
boardroom offering members a private
space to conduct meetings and hold private

dinner events. On the retail side, the 1,000
sq. ft. walk-in humidor is a mecca for cigar
enthusiasts yearning for an unmatched
selection. Finally, a custom bar offers sprits
and catering opportunities, adding to the
exceptional member experience. Day
passes are available for guests, thereby
welcoming all non-members to enjoy
lounge amenities for a day. Ambassador
Fine Cigars is known for providing an
atmosphere of friendship and camaraderie
to all its patrons.

Enjoy the world class
experience at a
Davidoff Lounge.
New Scottsdale Location
10810 N. Tatum Blvd. • Suite 140
Phoenix, AZ 85028
480-905-1000

West Valley Location
16610 N. 75th Avenue • Suite 101
Tatum Square, Peoria, AZ 85382
623-486-0688

AmbassadorFineCigars.com
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“What others

are saying
about us.”

Mickey Ollson,
Founder and CEO
“The Wildlife World Zoo and Aquarium
is honored to be an advertiser in
WanderAZ magazine since the very
first issue. We have always been very
pleased with the results and consider
WanderAZ to be a very important part of
our advertising program.”
Chad Flaum
Owner Old Town
Tortilla Factory
“I have owned and operated Old
Town Tortilla Factory for over 15 years.
Wander AZ is by far one of my favorite
advertising tools to attract out of town
travelers. This publication is both
classy and informative.”
Bruce Brossman,
Arizona Regional Director,
Sales and Marketing
“The Grand Canyon Railway was seeking
a publication to help build local awareness
and to get our message to visitors of
our great state. The quality content and
photographs, coupled with the broad
distribution of WanderAZ magazine, and
WanderAZ.com, present the perfect way
to present the Grand Canyon Railway
experience to residents and visitors to
Arizona. We are proud to be part of such a
quality media outlet.”
Gary Tarr
President- Free Range
Productions
“WanderAZ beautifully captures the
Phoenix and Northern Arizona tourism
market with insightful editorials and a
layout conducive to advertising success.
As an ad agency, we are encouraged to
have this high quality publication and
an ownership group that
really knows the market.”

Ron Mileti
President, Vilocity
Interactive INC.
“WanderAZ is an important partner in
getting our clients brand and message
in front of the right eyeballs needed
for success.”
Lorraine Zomok
President and CEO
Visit Glendale
“Visit Glendale is thrilled to continue our
valued partnership with WanderAZ. This
premier travel publication reaches our
primary target markets and
provides vital connections to
incoming travelers.”

WanderAZ.com
Take us with you

24/7

Like us on Facebook
and follow us on Twitter
@magmanwander

We know
the local
landscape,
so save time by
surfing our corner
of the net first.

When visiting with us in Greater Phoenix and Northern
Arizona, let WanderAZ.com™ be your local tour
guide for the best places to Eat, Shop, Play
and Visit For a comprehensive list of
the great things to do, historic
venues to visit, or the
superb places to eat… take
WanderAZ.com™ with you
wherever you go 24/7.
Hassel free! Our site
fits right into your
phone, skip the
extra step of
downloading
an app!
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A MILLION GALLONS OF WATER
YET YOU’LL FLOAT ON AIR.

Even in the shallow water, your feet won’t
touch the ground. Play with dolphins in the
water. Or interact with them from land. Learn
about these magical creatures. Be inspired to
protect the ocean and its inhabitants. Make
new friendships that go deep.

Reserve your dolphin experience now:
DolphinarisAZ.com | 1-800-92-DOLPHIN

101 & Vía de Ventura, Scottsdale

The wild
jaguar
returns
to Arizona

By Jonathan Funk

A rare jaguar was recently caught on camera
in its current habitat along the Santa Rita
Mountains near Tucson, Arizona. First spotted
in the Whetstone Mountains in 2011, he remains
the only wild jaguar documented to be living
in the United States. The jaguar was named
El Jefe—Spanish for the Boss—by a group of
Tucson middle school students.

J

aguars are large cats
measuring 4-6 ½ feet nose
to tail. Males can weigh
more than 300 pounds,
nearly twice the weight of a male
mountain lion. Jaguars prefer to live
and hunt alone, making the animal
an infrequent sighting in the wild.
Further complicating the task, jaguars
are kicked out of their “birth home
range” by their mothers and can travel
great distances to establish their own
territory. To catch El Jefe on camera,
conservationists used dogs trained
to sniff out jaguar scat and installed
cameras in areas of repeated visitation
hoping to film him.
Biologists estimate approximately
150,000 jaguars still live in the wild.
As late as the 19th century, these

predators ranged
from Argentina
north to Arizona,
New Mexico
and Texas. Over
the last 150
years, jaguars
have almost
disappeared from the U.S. landscape
due to habitat loss and government
eradication programs intended to
support farmers and ranchers.
The Tucson-based Center for
Biological Diversity has worked for
decades to save jaguars in the United
States. Biologists hope El Jefe will
soon be joined by more jaguars
(preferably females) that wander north
from Mexico. As the jaguar is listed
as endangered species, the Fish
and Wildlife Service set aside nearly
800,000 acres of federally protected
critical habitat for the jaguar recovery
program. To see the impressive video,
type Arizona Jaguar El Jefe in any
search engine.
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From personal sized pizza and wings, to Philly Cheesesteaks, Burgers, Chicken Sandwiches,
pasta & salad, the Arena offers someting for everyone!
Food, Sports, Games and Fun!

checCkome
u
out.s

Newly
Remodeled
480.998.2800

Sun-Thurs 10am - 10pm
Fri-Sat 10 am - Midnight

Scottsdale’s Largest
Family Fun &
Sports Park

• Go-Karts
• Jr Go-Karts
• Bumper Boats
• Batting Cages
• Mini Golf
• Water Wars
• Bungy Dome
• Laser Tag & Arcade
• Restaurant
• Driving Range
16001 N. Scottsdale Rd • Scottsdale AZ 85254
Club Rentals available
North Scottsdale Rd. 1/4 mile South of Bell Rd.

www.crackerjax.com
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DestinationEastValley
GILBERT

CITIES

Tempe is home to Arizona
State University, America’s
largest university with
more than 82,000
students . Founded in
1885, ASU is located in the
heart of Tempe, with many
other facilities dotting the
Valley .
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Tempe’s Mill Avenue,
Tempe’s main drag, is
located less than 10 minutes
from Phoenix Sky Harbor
Airport . Travelers can
experience the college
scene that includes fun
pubs, great restaurants, and
interesting shops .

SCOTTSDALE
68th St.

202

East of Tempe is the City
of Gilbert, a town that
rapidly transformed from
agricultural center to
diverse suburban center .
From its 1980 population
of 5700 people, Gilbert
now has nearly 243,000
residents .

MILL AVENUE

Higley Rd.

44th St.
52th St.
56th St.

The East Valley has a
population of more than
1 .3 million and includes
the expanding cities
of Tempe, Ahwatukee,
Mesa, Chandler, Gilbert
and Queen Creek . These
cities also play host to
many MLB spring training
baseball teams .

GILBERT WATER TOWER PARK

T

he City of Tempe anchors
the rapidly expanding East
Valley region of the Valley
with Mill Avenue located
about 15 minutes from
downtown Phoenix. Home to ASU,
Tempe remains one of the few Valley
cities to be landlocked on all borders:
with Scottsdale to the
north, Mesa to the east, Chandler to the south, and Phoenix and
Guadalupe to the west.
The East Valley continues to experience explosive growth and
residential development. With campuses and HQs of Intel, Orbital
ATK, First Solar and Boeing, the area has established itself as one of
the most dynamic regions for new companies in the country.
Mesa, Arizona’s third largest city (and nation’s 38th largest) with
440,000 people, takes up 133 square miles of land. Downtown

Mesa’s Main Street is a typically quaint American byway with lots of
small businesses, a wonderful Arts Center and nearby, a hit with the
kids, the Arizona Museum Museum of Natural History.
To give a sense of variety, Chandler hosts the Bondurant
Racing School, Queen Creek coincidentally hosts the Queen
Creek Olive Mill along with Schnepf Farms, and Mesa is home to
two MLB Cactus League
teams. Tempe’s Mill Avenue
is a favorite meeting spot for
ASU students and locals,
with a great assortment
of dining, shopping, and
nightlife options.
Like much of the Valley, there is no shortage of resorts, golf
courses, spas, dining and outdoor activities in the East Valley. While
not getting the notoriety of other parts of the Valley, it is an area that
delights with surprises.

The East Valley
continues to experience
explosive growth

TEMPE MARKETPLACE
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SPOTLIGHT

Apache Gold

I
EVENTS
PAT’S RUN
Saturday, April 22nd
Pat's Run is the signature fundraising event for the Pat Tillman Foundation.
Held annually in April at Arizona State University's Sun Devil Stadium, the
event attracts over 35,000 participants, volunteers and spectators from
across the country. Together they Run, Walk and Honor Pat's legacy and pay
tribute to his commitment to leadership and service. Honoring his football
jersey # 42, the race features a 4.2 mile run/walk, a .42 mile Kids Run for
children 12 and under and a Finish Line Expo. Proceeds directly support the
Tillman Military Scholars program. pattillmanfoundation.org

n this day an age when so many among
us seem content on harming the environment, the San Carlos Apache Tribe (owners of
Apache Gold Casino Resort) have deep cultural and spiritual ties to their land. As a result, the
tribe made the decision to keep most of it in a
natural state. They want to protect their habitat
for big and small game, which also allows
them to preserve their special and personal
relationship with the natural world. The San
Carlos Apache Tribe own more than 1.8 million
acres in eastern Arizona, from the Sonoran
desert to Ponderosa pine forests, where the
Tribe's ancestral lands once stretched across
Arizona into New Mexico.

3rd ANNUAL LEMONADE DAYS
Saturday, May 20th
Founders Park, family friendly day of play with
interactive games and activities, water fun in the
splash park, food and live entertainment featuring
Craig Campbell, Arnold Palmer’s putt-putt driving
range, and Arizona’s largest lemon squeeze!
Location: Queen Creek, AZ.
www.lemonadedaysaz.com

FOOD TRUCK FESTIVAL
Friday Evenings
Want to eat like the locals?
Check out the Food Truck
Festival featuring anywhere
from 10 to 20 food trucks,
live music, and boutique
vendors. Visitors can get their
fix of inexpensive culinary
innovations in a fun, social
setting. Location: Gilbert
Town Square.
DOWNTOWN Third Fridays
CHANDLER Visit more than 50 artisans set up along the streets in
ARTWALK front of the unique shops and cafes of historic downtown
Chandler. Free admission. www.downtownchandler.org

Apache Gold Casino Resort is an awesome
venue that offers something for everybody. It
starts with a AAA -3 Diamond rated hotel, an
18-hole, par 72 high desert golf course with
a USGA rating of 74.6, to a great Casino that
boasts over 600 of the newest slot machines,
Black Jack, Bingo and of course progressive
slots. The resort also offers an outstanding
RV Park with all the amenities. Dinning, both
casual and more upscale can be found from
the Black River Grill to the renowned Apache
Prime Steakhouse. The cuisine is authentic
and superb. This is why Apache Gold Resort &
Casino has become a huge hit with locals and
travelers alike.
Apache Gold is located on Highway 70 just
five miles east of Globe, with Globe being a
1 hour and 45 minute drive (85 miles) from
Phoenix. But don’t let the drive scare you,
because you will travel through some of the
most awesome and majestic desert vistas
Arizona has to offer. The drive is nothing short
of spectacular, and then you arrive at Apache
Gold to enjoy a great stay at a fabulous resort.
What could be better? For more information
call: 1-800-APACHE8
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SeafoodLoversSimply“Go CR azy ” for

hotnjuicycrawfish.com

740 S Mill Ave Ste D185
Tempe, Arizona 85281
480-634-6285

6101 East Van Buren St
Phoenix, AZ 85008
602-275-3473

IntheEastValley•Tempe
Also in Glendale • at 6751 N Sunset Blvd E101 • 623-872-2984

Lovers of
fresh seafood simply
"Go Crazy" for
Hot N Juicy's exciting
menu choices. A casual
atmosphere that offers
everyone a fun-filled
dining experience. Enjoy
crawfish (flown in daily
in season) shrimp, clams
bagged and served
southern style for all
to enjoy. Spicy, hot and
delicious with so many
exciting menu options.
One of the best seafood
restaurants, where every
dish is prepared and
served in very unique
style that has made
Hot N Juicy so famous.

• Over 8000 square feet of air-conditioned exhibits
• Almost 100 restored classic pieces of fire apparatus
• Interactive exhibits for children
• 1952 fire engine available for boarding
• National Firefighting Hall of Heroes
• Plenty of parking
• Ten minutes from Sky Harbor Airport

www.hallofflame.org
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EVENTS
GILBERT FARMERS MARKET
Saturdays, Year Round
Gilbert Farmer's Market is getting better with
age. October 1st will be the market's 6th year
running in Gilbert. Located in Gilbert's Heritage
District, just west of the iconic water tower, the
Farmer's Market is open every Saturday. The
market always features local, chemical free, organic
produce from many local farmers, farm fresh eggs,
meat, cheese, bread, sweets, coffee and tea, sauces, seasonings, and
many other locally made artisan products. Over 10 local farmers will be
attending selling along with 6-10 food trucks and hot food vendors, so
plan on enjoying breakfast while you shop. Bring the kids...the market is
kid friendly and will be face painting, twisting balloons, scavenger hunting
and you may even run into a princess willing to tell a story. There is fun for
everyone at the Gilbert Farmer's Market.

CASINOS
Apache Gold Casino Resort
5 miles East of Globe on Hwy 70
San Carlos
928-475-7800
Lone Butte Casino
1077 South Kyrene Road
Chandler
800-WIN-GILA

Wild Horse Pass Hotel & Casino
5040 Wild Horse Pass Blvd.
Chandler
800-946-4452

MOTORCYCLES ON MAIN
First Fridays through June
The streets of downtown Mesa are closed to all but bikers and
people who love motorcycles. Motorcycles on Main is a shine and
show event that offers live music on the main stage, beer gardens,
vendors, food and a rockin’ good time! The event is also supported by
the wonderful Downtown restaurants that stay open late during this
event. Free admission. downtownmesa.com

MUSEUMS
Arizona Museum of Natural History
53 N. MacDonald, Mesa
480-644-2230
azmnh.org
Arizona Railway Museum
330 E. Ryan Rd., Chandler
480-821-1108
azrymuseum.org
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Halle Heart Children’s Museum
2929 S. 48th Street, Tempe
602-414-2800
halleheartchildrensmuseum.org
i.d.e.a. Museum
150 W. Pepper Place, Mesa
480-644-2486
ideamuseum.org
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DestinationWestValley
OUT WEST

A rapidly growing
region in the Valley that
encompasses the cities
of Glendale, Goodyear,
Avondale, Litchfield Park,
Peoria, Surprise and Sun
City .

SPORTS

Home to many of the MLB
Spring Training Cactus
League baseball teams, the
Arizona Cardinals of the
NFL, the Arizona Coyotes
of the NHL, and Phoenix
International Raceway
where the NASCAR Sprint
Cup Series annually runs
two races . Visiting any
of these venues is only a
short 25-minute drive from
most regions in the Valley .

AIR BASE

Luke Air Force base is
home to the 56th Fighter
Wing, which now trains
the U .S . military’s pilots
on the new F-35 fighter
jet . Previously, it was the
world’s largest training
base for the military’s F-16 .

ATTRACTIONS
Glendale hosts the
Westgate Entertainment
District, Gila River
Arena (Arizona Coyotes)
University of Phoenix
Stadium (Arizona Cardinals)
and Glendale’s Historic
downtown district offering
quaint shops, restaurants,
and antique stores .
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UNIVERSITY OF PHOENIX STADIUM

F

or those who have
never visited the
Valley of the Sun, the
West Valley is best
known by sports fans
for Glendale’s University
of Phoenix Stadium
which has hosted
a BCS National
Championship
Game and a pair of
Super Bowls. Definitely a sports mecca, a number of MLB teams
have Cactus League Spring Training addresses in the region. The
Gila River Arena hosts the NHL’s Arizona Coyotes and race fans
know Avondale as home of Phoenix International Raceway and its
two annual NASCAR races. But there is more to this region.
The Wigwam Golf Resort is the only property to boast three
championship golf courses in Arizona and is a AAA, Four-Diamond
luxury property. In terms of space and aeronautics, Peoria has the
Challenger Space Center Arizona. Lufthansa chose Goodyear for

one of its airline training centers. Look overhead as you may see a
F-16 Fighting Falcon from Luke Air Force Base.
The West Valley is composed of communities of families and
upmarket retirement communities. With this in mind, the West
Valley presents a study in Southwestern growth. For example,
Goodyear, a city that raised cotton for its namesake tire company,
grew 245% between 1990
and 2000.
For nightlife and
shopping, many go to
Glendale’s exciting Westgate
Entertainment District, the
nearby Tanger Outlets, as
well as an outdoor enthusiast’s standard, Cabela’s. For animal
lovers, the popular Wildlife World Zoo and Aquarium has animal
shows and rides for all the family. Glendale bills itself as “Arizona’s
Antique Capital” with a historic downtown district that offers nifty
boutiques, local restaurants, and of course, antique stores. Only a
20-25 minute drive from downtown Phoenix, the West Valley offers
plenty to Phoenix visitors.

West Valley is a study
in Southwestern
growth

DOWNTOWN GLENDALE
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By Michael P. Murphy
In 2013 Kim Vehon and her husband
enjoyed a happy family life with their
two foster children. When the parental
rights of those children were severed
the Vehons happily adopted them and
looked ahead to raising them along
with their own. They were seemingly
done with fostering children.

N

ot quite. Before long Kim

realized that the epidemic
of children in need of foster
care was worsening. Her
compassion for this need,
along with her knowledge and foster parent
experience, led her to found Foster Arizona,
an organization that serves as a center hub
for educating the public on foster care and
encouraging community involvement for
those who cannot provide foster care or
adopt. The need is great. In Arizona alone
only 6,000-plus kids out of some 17,000 in
foster care reside in foster homes.

To perpetuate that community
involvement, Foster Arizona organizes
a series of Kid’s Connection events
throughout the year with the purpose of
simply connecting volunteers with the
children on a more personal level. One
such event occurred earlier this year,
when Foster Arizona partnered with Wildlife World
Zoo Aquarium and
Safari Park to give
foster children a
special treat, a day
at the zoo. The
Wildlife World Zoo
is a special place,
with unique and

interactive exhibits that can be enjoyed
indoors and outdoors. Forty-eight
chaperones volunteered mostly through
social media and gave 220 foster kids a
day to remember, a day where they can
just be kids.
The children marveled at the wonders of
nature this zoo had to offer. The interactive
aspects, such as feeding lory birds,
stingrays and giraffes, had them giggling
with delight. Better yet, friendships were
forged between the chaperones, the
children and their foster parents. Mickey
Ollson founded the Wildlife World Zoo in
September 1984, and it has become one of
the Valley’s leading attractions for travelers
and locals alike. He is also known as a
caring and compassionate individual within
the community. For this trip, his generosity
came from providing steep discounts,
courtesy rides and food to children and
sponsors, along with Basha’s Food Stores
who provided fruit and breakfast pastries,
and Sub-Zero Ice Cream. Just as important
were the community donations that
covered the cost of all tickets for this event.

Special
Day at
theZoo

The gift of a special day at the Zoo
for 220 foster children demonstrates
the good things that can happen
when corporations and charities come
together. The Wildlife World Zoo is
open 365 days of the year from
9am – 6pm. Call: 623-935-9453 or
www.wildlifeworldzoo.com
Interested in Foster care?
Check out www.fosterarizona.org
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SeafoodLoversSimply“Go CR azy ” for
Lovers of
fresh seafood simply
"Go Crazy" for
Hot N Juicy's exciting menu choices. A
casual atmosphere that
offers everyone a funfilled dining experience.
Enjoy crawfish (flown in
daily in season) shrimp,
clams bagged and
served southern style for
all to enjoy. Spicy, hot and
delicious with so many
exciting menu options.
One of the best seafood
restaurants, where every
dish is prepared and
served in very unique
style that has made
Hot N Juicy so famous.

hotnjuicycrawfish.com

IntheWestValley•Glendale
Also in Tempe • at 740 S Mill Ave Ste D185 • 480-634-6285

Stay In
The
Black.

6751 N Sunset Blvd E101
Glendale AZ 85305
623-872-2984

30-70%
OFF RETAIL
EVERY DAY

OutletsAnthem.com

Get your FREE VIP Savings Card
with savings over $500. See Customer Service.

Just 15 minutes north of Loop 101 off
I-17 to Anthem Way, Exit #229
623-465-9500

Arizona has
13 species of
rattlesnakes,
more than any
other state in
America.

•

Arizona also
receives 40
million annual
visitors, many
of whom climb
its mountains
and walk
its desert
landscapes.

•

Despite all of
these intruders,
only about
250 people
are bitten
each year by
rattlesnakes
in Arizona. In
2012, 270
snakebites
were reported
statewide, with
116 of them
in Maricopa
County.

•

Did you know
that rattlesnake
bites are rarely
fatal? As you
might imagine,
these bites
are extremely
painful and
destructive to
surrounding
tissue. Let
there be no
doubt a bite
is extremely
painful and
requires
immediate
medical
attention.

Ouch!!!

EVENTS

CASINOS

PEORIA FARMER’S
MARKET AT
PARK WEST
Saturdays
Weekly kids activities,
delicious food trucks
and of course….FRESH PRODUCE from amazing local
farmers, great local foods from 60 -100 vendors, Coffee
beans roasted ON SITE!, wonderful handmade items,
products and local services. 9:00 am – 2:00pm.
mommasorganicmarket.com

Vee Quiva Hotel & Casino
15091 South Komatke Lane, Laveen
800-WIN-GILA

7th ANNUAL DOG DAYS
OF GLENDALE
April 8
Join us for Woof Fest on
Saturday, April 8th, 9 a.m. - 1
p.m. in Murphy Park. Activities
include the 1st Annual 2017
Woof Games, a fun activity for you & your 4-legged best
friends, Glendale PD K9 demonstrations, Dog Wash, pet
aura photos, pet food and supply drive to benefit the
Empty Bowl Pet Food Pantry, watering
stations, cool pool stops and more.
visitglendale.com
REDNECK RUN SATURDAY
April 9
Join us for a fun 5K Redneck Run and 10K
Plunger Relay with live country music along the
courses, after party and free beer for finishers at
Whiskey Rose Bar & Grill and more. Runners also
receive a medal and a plaid shirt.
redneckrunaz.com
GLENDALE FARMER’S MARKET
Through May
The Glendale Farmers Market is a community
gathering place in downtown Glendale, while
supporting local farmers and small businesses
and providing a marketplace for healthy,
nutritious,
and sustainable food
systems for Glendale
citizens and visitors.
Stop on by, grab a
bunch of carrots, a
sweet treat and maybe
a homemade craft from
the Mercantile!
visitglendale.com
WESTGATE BIKE NIGHT
Through June
The biggest Bike Night
in the Valley is Back!
Westgate’s going even
bigger, badder, better
and louder than last year.
Weekly, hundreds of bikes
line Coyotes Boulevard for
the biggest bike night in the
Valley, and the evening’s
coupled with screamin’
deals and discounts from
Westgate merchants.
westgateaz.com
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Desert Diamond Casino
9431 W. Northern Ave,
Glendale, AZ.
623-877-7777

MUSEUMS
Glendale Police Museum
6835 N. 57th Drive., Glendale
623-937-8088
www.visitglendale.com
The Challenger Space Center Arizona
21170 N. 83rd Ave., Peoria
623-322-2001
azchallenger.org

The Wigwam
Concert
April 7
Free outdoor concert featuring
the Cold Shott & The Hurricane
Horns, great tunes with highenergy style from beginning to
end. Location: Held on the front
lawn of The Wigwam. Time: 7:00
pm – 9:00pm.
wigwamarizona.com

Arizona’s Largest Collection of Exotic Animals!

6,000 animals. Tons of rides. A million smiles. All in one day!

$

5 OFF

WILDLIFEWORLD.COM

admission per person

@WildlifeWorldZoo

$20 Value (Limit 4). Not valid
with any other discounts or offers.

S.R. 303 and Northern Ave. in the West Valley

AWelcoming
Place!

The Glendale
Visitor Center

We love
to tell you
where to go
and we do it
with a smile!

That statement really is true. The
Glendale Visitor Center is that first
destination for guests who are in
Arizona for their vacation experience.
With a loyal staff of volunteers who
live in Glendale and know it well,
the front desk is a welcoming place
that provides the hospitality the
southwest is known for.

Catlin Court, Glendale’s original neighborhood, a
small community of bungalow-style homes that were
built during the turn of the 20th century. One portion
has been converted to a neighborhood shopping
destination, while the rest of Catlin Court remains
comfortably residential.

ocated in the Glendale Historic District,
this visitor center is one of a network of
over 60 across Arizona. The Glendale
Visitor Center alone has seen more than
175,000 visitors from every state and 46
different countries since it opened in
2000. Even local residents looking to
be a tourist in their own back yard are
known to utilize the Glendale Visitor
Center. With over 500 brochures
available to guests, this is the place
to learn about great destinations and
events all across Arizona.

The Glendale Visitor Center is located at 5800 West
Glenn Drive, Suite 140, Glendale AZ 85301. Whether
you are a visitor or a new or longtime resident, go
ahead and slip on your traveling shoes and enjoy
exploring Glendale and all of Arizona!

L

Mobile devices are OK, but ultimately
people want that face-to-face personal
connection to find out what the locals
do. What are the insider tips? Where is
the best place to grab a burger? The best
spot to see a sunset? The best places to
take in the local architecture and artwork
of the city? The answers can be found
by simply asking the front desk staff,
volunteers who truly want to provide a
traveler with inspiration that will exceed
their expectations.
Outside, the setting is said to remind
visitors of Mayberry. Many of the buildings
in Historic Downtown Glendale have been
converted into boutiques, antique shops
and local eateries. A few steps north is
WanderAZ • Spring 2017

Nearby is the popular Cerreta Candy Company, and
a very short drive north on 59th Avenue is Sahuaro
Ranch, the crown jewel of Glendale’s park system.
There is so much more to see and do in Glendale,
and don’t overlook popular annual events such as
Glendale Glitters and Glendale Chocolate Affaire.

DestinationSportsAZ

T

he City of Phoenix,
Maricopa County or as
its best known, the Valley
of the Sun, remains a
fan favorite destination
for millions of annual sports
enthusiasts. Whether you
are a casual spectator or
a profound sports junkie,
every month of the year sees
travelers flocking to the Valley
from all over the U.S., Mexico
and Canada to cheer on their
favorite sports or race teams
(NASCAR or the Indy Car
series) who make annual visits
to the Valley. In the case of
NASCAR they have two races
each year in the Valley.
Why is the Valley such a
favorite sports destination?
There are many reasons, but
the primary three reasons are
the weather, fine dining and
great shopping. During the

colder winter periods when
daily Valley temperature range
between 70-85 degrees.
So if you are one of the
unfortunates who reside in
a winter climate and have
to deal with those sub-zero
temperatures for 4-5 months
of the year; or tickets from
your home team remain soldout, that’s when Phoenix with
all that it has to offer comes
into play. Many of our visitors
who can’t buy a ticket or do
not have a NASCAR race date
in their home town, come to
the Valley to see their favorite
teams. That is why the Valley
is a huge destination for sports
fans all year-round. And from
an economic standpoint, these
loyal fans contribute “billions”
of dollars into Phoenix’s local
economy. It is estimated that
NASCAR alone who race at

Phoenix International Raceway
in the West Valley, contributes
over $450 million into the
local economy.
Across the Valley, locals
and visitors alike, can enjoy
professional sports at every
level, along with the premier
college teams from ASU, U
of A, NAU and Grand Canyon
University. The Valley also
boasts a variety of annual
events well-known to the
world stage that also attracts
millions of people. The
College Football National
Championship is played at
University of Phoenix Stadium
in Glendale, and this year for
the first time in the Valley,
Glendale Arizona will play
host to the NCAA’s Men’s Final
Four from March 31 – April 3.
Every year cities across the
Valley hosts multiple sporting
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events. College bowl games
in Glendale, the annual
Waste Management Phoenix
Open, hosted by the Phoenix
Thunderbirds is played at
the TPC in Scottsdale. It is
considered to be (by the
players) as the best run
tournament on the PGA Tour.
Then you have the BarrettJackson Car Auction or the
Arabian Horse Show that are
both held at Westworld in
North Scottsdale. And let’s
not forget about the ever
popular Cactus League Spring
Training that lasts between 4-5
weeks and commences in late
February and ends in early
April. The Valley hosts 15 of
major league’s baseball teams
as they prepare for MLB’s
regular season. This event
alone, draws over a million
people to the Valley.

Phoenix
Suns

Basketball

April
1 10:00 PM ET
2 9:00 PM ET
5 10:00 PM ET
7 10:00 PM ET
9 6:00 PM ET
11 10:30 PM ET

The Valleys professional
sports franchises cover the
entire spectrum from MLB’s
Arizona Diamondbacks, the
NBA’s Phoenix Suns, the
NHL’s Arizona Coyotes, the
NFL’s Arizona Cardinals, the
WNBA’s Phoenix Mercury and
finally Arena Football team
the Arizona Rattlers. Worldclass facilities host each of
these teams (the University
of Phoenix Stadium home
to the Arizona Cardinals has
been named one of the 10
Best Stadiums in the World
by Time magazine) along with
affordable tickets available for
Valley visitors.

PORTLAND at Moda Center
HOUSTON at Talking Stick Resort Arena
GOLDEN STATE at Talking Stick Resort Arena
OKLAHOMA CITY at Talking Stick Resort Arena
DALLAS at Talking Stick Resort Arena
SACRAMENTO at Golden 1 Center

Arizona Coyotes
April

Hockey

Western Conference
Pacific
LAK • Los Angeles Kings
VAN • Vancouver Canucks
Central
DAL • Dallas Stars
MIN • Minnesota Wild
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SUNS.COM

BENDER | 35

ULIS | 8

CHRISS | 0

2016/17 PHOENIX SUNS

AZCollege Baseball

Wildcats

University of Arizona
Mens Baseball

Arizona State
University
Mens
Baseball

April

1 (SAT) 6:00 PM MST USC at TUCSON
2 (SUN) / 1:00 PM MST USC at TUCSON
4 (TUE) / 7:00 PM MST ASU at TUCSON
7 (FRI) / 5:00 PM MST at WASHINGTON STATE
8 (SAT) / 2:00 PM MST at WASHINGTON STATE
9 (SUN) / 1:00 PM MST at WASHINGTON STATE
11 (TUE) / 7:00 PM MST at GRAND CANYON
13 (THU) / 7:00 PM MST OREGON at TUCSON
14 (FRI) / 7:00 PM MST OREGON at TUCSON
15 (SAT) / 1:00 PM MST OREGON at TUCSON
20 (THU) / 6:00 PM MST UTAH at TUCSON
21 (FRI) / 7:00 PM MST UTAH at TUCSON
22 (SAT) / 6:00 PM MST UTAH at TUCSON
25 (TUE) / 6:00 PM MST NEW MEXICO ST at TUCSON
27 (THU) / 6:00 PM MST STANFORD at STANFORD
28 (FRI) / 7:00 PM MST STANFORD at STANFORD
29 (SAT) / 2:00 PM MST STANFORD at STANFORD

Sun Devils
April

1 (SAT) / 6:30 PM MST UCLA at PHOENIX
2 (SUN) / 12:30 PM MST UCLA at PHOENIX
4 (TUE) / 7:00 PM MST ARIZONA at TUCSON
7 (FRI) / 4:00 PM MST CALIFORNIA at BERKELEY
8 (SAT) / 12:00 PM MST CALIFORNIA at BERKELEY
9 (SUN) / 2:00 PM MST CALIFORNIA at BERKELEY
11 (TUE) / 6:30 PM MST UNLV at PHOENIX
13 (THU) / 6:30 PM MST WASHINGTON STATE at PHOENIX
14 (FRI) / 6:30 PM MST WASHINGTON STATE at PHOENIX
15 (SAT) / 12:30 PM MST WASHINGTON STATE at PHOENIX
18 (TUE) / 6:00 PM MST UNLV at LAS VEGAS
21 (FRI) / 6:30 PM MST CSU BAKERSFIELD at PHOENIX
22 (SAT) / 6:30 PM MST CSU BAKERSFIELD at PHOENIX
23 (SUN) / 12:30 PM MST CSU BAKERSFIELD at PHOENIX
28 (FRI) / 6:00 PM MST OREGON at EUGENE
29 (SAT) / 2:00 PM MST OREGON at EUGENE
30 (SUN) / 12:00 PM MST OREGON at EUGENE

May

1 (MON) / 3:00 PM MST SANTA CLARA at SANTA CLARA
5 (FRI) / 7:00 PM MST WASHINGTON TUCSON
6 (SAT) / 7:00 PM MST WASHINGTON TUCSON
7 (SUN) / 12:00 PM MST WASHINGTON TUCSON
9 (TUE) / 6:00 PM MST ARIZONA STATE TUCSON
12 (FRI) / 3:00 PM MST COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON CHARLESTON
13 (SAT) / 11:30 AM MST COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON CHARLESTON
14 (SUN) / 10:00 AM MST COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON CHARLESTON
18 (THU) / 6:00 PM MST ARIZONA STATE PHOENIX
19 (FRI) / 7:00 PM MST ARIZONA STATE PHOENIX
20 (SAT) / 7:00 PM MST ARIZONA STATE PHOENIX
26 (FRI) / 7:00 PM MST CALIFORNIA TUCSON
27 (SAT) / 7:00 PM MST CALIFORNIA TUCSON
28 (SUN) / 1:30 PM MST CALIFORNIA TUCSON

May

5 (FRI) / 6:30 PM MST STANFORD at PHOENIX
6 (SAT) / 6:30 PM MST STANFORD at PHOENIX
7 (SUN) / 12:30 PM MST STANFORD at PHOENIX
9 (TUE) / 6:00 PM MST ARIZONA at TUCSON
12 (FRI) / 6:05 PM MST WASHINGTON at SEATTLE
13 (SAT) / 2:05 PM MST WASHINGTON at SEATTLE
14 (SUN) / 1:05 PM MST WASHINGTON at SEATTLE
16 (TUE) / 5:00 PM MST SEATTLE at SEATTLE
18 (THU) / 6:00 PM MST ARIZONA at PHOENIX
19 (FRI) / 7:00 PM MST ARIZONA at PHOENIX
20 (SAT) / 7:00 PM MST ARIZONA at PHOENIX
26 (FRI) / 10:30 AM MST UTAH at SALT LAKE CITY
27 (SAT) / 10:30 AM MST UTAH at SALT LAKE CITY
28 (SUN) / 10:30 AM MST UTAH SALT LAKE CITY

June

2 (FRI) / ALL DAY VS NCAA REGIONALS TBA
9 (FRI) / ALL DAY VS NCAA SUPER REGIONALS TBA
17 (SAT) / ALL DAY VS COLLEGE WORLD SERIES OMAHA, NEB.

June

Grand Canyon
University
Mens Baseball

2 (FRI) / ALL DAY AT NCAA REGIONALS TBA
9 (FRI) / ALL DAY AT NCAA SUPER REGIONALS TBA
17 (SAT) / ALL DAY VS COLLEGE WORLD SERIES OMAHA, NEB.

Antelopes
April

1 2:00 p.m. Northern Colorado at Phoenix
2 12:00 p.m. Northern Colorado at Phoenix
4 4:35 p.m. Arkansas at Fayetteville
5 1:05 p.m. Arkansas at Fayetteville
7 6:00 p.m. Sacramento State at Sacramento
8 6:00 p.m. Sacramento State at Sacramento
9 12:00 p.m. Sacramento State at Sacramento
11 7:00 p.m. Arizona at Phoenix
13 4:00 p.m. Chicago State at Chicago
14 1:00 p.m. Chicago State at Chicago
15 10:00 a.m. Chicago State at Chicago

21 7:00 p.m. UT Rio Grande Valley at Phoenix
22 2:00 p.m. UT Rio Grande Valley at Phoenix
23 12:00 p.m. UT Rio Grande Valley at Phoenix
25 7:00 p.m. Kansas at Phoenix
26 1:00 p.m. Kansas at Phoenix
28 5:00 p.m. New Mexico State at Las Cruces
29 1:00 p.m. New Mexico State at Las Cruces
30 11:00 p.m. New Mexico State at Las Cruces

May

5 7:00 p.m. Seattle U at Phoenix
6 2:00 p.m. Seattle U at Phoenix
7 12:00 p.m. Seattle U at Phoenix
9 7:00 p.m. San Jose State at Phoenix
10 2:00 p.m. San Jose State at Phoenix
12 5:00 p.m. Utah Valley at Orem
13 5:00 p.m. Utah Valley at Orem
14 11:00 p.m. Utah Valley at Orem
18 2:30 p.m. UC Davis at Davis
19 2:30 p.m. UC Davis at Davis
20 1:00 p.m. UC Davis at Davis
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DestinationNorthernAZ

PRESCOTT COURTHOUSE

Prescott
In 1864 Prescott was designated as the capital
of the Arizona Territory, replacing the temporary
capital at Fort Whipple. The Territorial Capital
was moved to Tucson in 1867. However, in 1877,
Prescott once again became the Territorial
Capital until Phoenix became the state’s
permanent capital in 1889.
Population: 40,590
Distance: 100 miles
north of Phoenix
Drive Time: 1hr 40 mins

P

rescott is a popular destination where
residents and visitors meld together
to enjoy northern Arizona’s culture,
history and an assortment of outdoor events
and activities. Just a short drive (less than
two hours) from Phoenix, Prescott hosts
many festivals and fairs throughout the
year. The jewel of downtown Prescott is the
Courthouse Plaza, which is surrounded by a
number of local restaurants, shops, antique

stores and galleries.
This block makes up
the historic Whiskey
Row, in the heart of
the business district,
which also features the
Hotel St. Michael, the
Hassayampa Inn, the Bird Cage Saloon and
The Palace Restaurant and Saloon. Prescott
hosts the World’s Oldest Rodeo every
year during 4th of July week, celebrated
with a festive parade. For nearby outdoor
enjoyment, there’s hiking at Thumb Butte
and other trails, mountain biking on the
Salida Gulch Trail, and fishing and boating
at Lynx Lake. Interested in history? Check
out the Sharlot Hall Museum or the Smoki
Museum. Any time of the year, a day in
Prescott is always a great day!
To learn more, visit prescott-az.gov

Bucky O’Neill
Monument sculpted
by Solon Borglum,
brother to the
sculptor of Mt.
Rushmore.

GRANITE DELLS-WATSON LAKE
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ATTRACTIONS & EVENTS
FOLKS ART FAIR
June 3 – June 4
44th Annual Folk Arts Fair - Sharlot
Hall Museum, family-friendly heritage
celebrates traditional arts, crafts and
entertainment of central territorial Arizona,
gold panning, hands-on crafts, livestock
area, sheep shearing, food, living history
interpreters and antique autos.
www.sharlot.org

CASINOS
Blue Water Resort and Casino
11300 Resort Drive
Parker
888-243-3360
Bucky’s Casino
1500 E. Highway 69
Prescott
800-756-5767
Yavapai Casino
1505 E. Highway 69
Prescott
928-445-5767

12th ANNUAL
COWGIRL UP!
Through May 7
The West’s best
women artists, all
in one place, all
at one time! With
more than 200
paintings, drawings,
and sculptures, the
Artist, Angela Babby
12th Annual Cowgirl
Up! Exhibition and sale embraces the full
spectrum of Western American art today.
westernmuseum.org

GRAND CANYON HARLEY DAVIDSON
A much anticipated addition to the
Whiskey Row family is the Grand Canyon
Harley-Davidson shop. Located right in
the middle of Whiskey Row, they offer H-D
memorabilia, leathers and other clothing,
and lots of advice on the local motorcycle
scene!
Prescott, AZ
(928) 778-2241
Mayer, AZ
(928) 632-4009
Sedona, AZ
(928) 204-0020

Jerome
Founded: 1870
Population: 451
Distance: 111 miles north of Phoenix
Drive Time: 1hr 50 mins

I

f your stomach can handle the winding
road up Cleopatra Hill, and most do,
park the car and spend a beautiful day in
historic Jerome, Arizona, less than two hours
north of Phoenix. Founded in 1876, this once
thriving and reputably immoral mountainside
mining community overlooking the Verde
Valley is now redefined as a marketplace for
talented artists and restaurateurs.
Every building has a story. The House of Joy
was originally a brothel, then a restaurant,
and now an attractive “brothel boutique.”
The Haunted Hamburger building used to be
a boarding house for miners. Now a popular
restaurant, bar and bakery, it boasts of being
(what else?) haunted by hammer-thieving
ghosts. The Conner Hotel was built in 1898
by David Conner and originally rented rooms

JEROME STATE HISTORIC PARK

at $1 a night, but fell into ruin
after years of prosperity.
The building is now restored
and up to current safety
standards, with all rooms
beautifully upgraded. Rates
are reasonable, but don‘t
expect $1 a night. Bring your
camera when you visit. Along
with everything else it offers,
Jerome is a photographers
delight!
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CASINOS
Cliff Castle Casino Hotel
555 Middle Verde Road
Camp Verde
800-391-7568
Hon-Dah Resort Casino
777 Highway 260
Pinetop
800-929-8744

MONTEZUMA CASTLE

Mazatzal Hotel & Casino
Highway 87
Payson
928-474-6044

Verde Valley

J

ust north of Prescott and neighboring Jerome, AZ. on
your way to Sedona and Flagstaff is a beautiful region
known as the Verde Valley. It comprises the cozy
northern communities of Cottonwood, Cornville and Camp
Verde. Each region offers you gorgeous desert scenery,
world-class wineries, historic landmarks and museums,
an abundance of antique stores with great cuisine and so
much more. Whether it’s floating down the Verde River,
hiking, trying your luck at Cliff-Castle Casino, visiting Out
of Africa Wildlife Park, or taking in one of the Northern
Arizona’s most iconic sites Montezuma’s Castle, In the
Verde Valley there is so much for everyone to experience.
TONTO NATURAL BRIDGE

Payson

P

ayson, Arizona sits at 5,000 feet and can be reached
either on the Beeline (highway 87) or by the I-17
highway taking exit 287, and is 90 minutes north
of Phoenix, or 90 minutes south of Flagstaff. Payson is in
Rim Country an offers one of the most beautiful northern
regions in Arizona. The landscape of dramatic mountain
vistas, wide open spaces and your choice of any outdoor
activity abounds. Annually it hosts the World’s Oldest
(125 years) Continuous Rodeo. Payson is truly a visitor’s
paradise for young and old alike. Enjoy historic sites, great
shopping, dining, fishing and hunting all at your fingertips.
Learn more at: www.paysonrimcountry.com

WHERE COWBOYS STILL ROAM
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EVENTS
2ND ANNUAL VERDE VALLEY
WINE FESTIVAL
May 13 – May 14
Clarkdale's Town Park, Northern
AZ’s premier wine festival presented
by Four Eight Wineworks & Made in
Clarkdale arts organization. Featuring
wine produced solely from Arizona
wine grapes and scrumptious food
from around Arizona plus art in a cool,
historic environment. Noon - 4 pm.
verdevalleywinefestival.com

MIRAGE – TRIBUTE TO FLEETWOOD MAC
Saturday, April 15th
Mirage has raised the bar for live entertainment. Focusing on recreating the original
Fleetwood Mac concert experience, Mirage’s attention to details truly pays tribute to
the flawless sound, look and energy of the original Fleetwood Mac. The band is a spinoff of the award winning “Bella Donna – A tribute to Stevie Nicks” featuring lead singer
Michelle Tyler and was awarded the highest honor of being praised by the real Ms. Nicks
after their live performance on AXS TV The World’s Greatest Tribute Bands.
Location: Mazatzal Casino.
PAYSON CANDLE FACTORY
May 13 – May 14
Owners, Ron and Carol Reed founded
The Payson Candle Factory in 1979.
Since opening their first, 800 sq. ft. store,
they have expanded to just under 6000
sq. ft. of candles, gifts, and
collectibles. Open 7 days a
week, the candle factory has
become a favorite destination
stop for visitors, not only from
the states, but from all over the
world. Selection, depth, and
quality, at competitive pricing,
have enabled the Reeds to
become one of the longest
established retailers in Payson
and the Rim country.
928-474-2152

Looking BackAZ
By Michael P. Murphy

JEROME

1853

Founded in the late 19th century
on Cleopatra Hill overlooking
the Verde Valley, it is more than
5,000 feet above sea level. At
one time JEROME was the fourth
largest city in Arizona, but when
the copper mines closed in 1953
it became “The Largest Ghost
Town in America.” Jerome has
now reinvented itself as a thriving
arts and tourism community.

VERDE BREWING COMPANY
Verde Brewing Company Burgers & Beer
is located in downtown Camp Verde in the
historic Boler’s building. A farm to mug
brewery, offering a unique Verde Valley
experience by blending local flavors into
every craft
burger & beer.
Lunch & dinner
daily, with
options for the
whole family.
verdebrewing.
com

PRESCOTT

When it was founded in 1864, PRESCOTT had the
distinction of being the Territorial Capital of Arizona
and the County Seat in Yavapai County. Named for
well regarded local historian William Hickling Prescott,
the economy gradually prospered with the cattle and
railroad industries. Prescott lost the Territorial Capital
to Tucson in 1867, only to have it returned less than
two years later. The Capital remained in Prescott until
1877, when it was moved to Phoenix in 1899. The first
Governor’s Mansion, built in 1864, still rests in its original
location on the grounds of the Sharlot Hall Museum.

1864
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TLAQUEPAQUE VILLAGE

Sedona
The history of this area does not have its roots in
Sedona, which T.C. Schnebly named after his wife
in 1902. Instead, the story had its beginning in Oak
Creek Canyon, where Glenn Kilbourne and Carley
Burch, the main characters in Zane Grey’s The Call of
the Canyon, lived and loved under looming stone walls
and whispering pines.
Population: 10, 111
Distance: 115 miles north of Phoenix
Drive Time: 1hr 30 mins

SEDONA VORTEX

T

he first Anglo settler, John J.
Thompson, moved to Oak Creek
Canyon in 1876. The early settlers were
farmers and ranchers. Oak Creek Canyon was
well known for its peach and apple orchards.
In 1902, when the Sedona post office was
established, there were 55 residents. The
town of Sedona was incorporated as a city
in January 1988. It’s located in the upper
Sonoran Desert of northern Arizona, at
an elevation of about 4,500 feet. Since
Sedona is approximately 100 miles
from Phoenix, you can easily make the
drive in less than two hours.
Mention Sedona, Arizona, and
people conjure up images of the
area’s majestic red rocks. The
vermillion rock buttes, monoliths and
spires have distinguished Sedona as
one of the most beautiful natural sites
in the United States and have made it a
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world-famous destination. Panoramic views of
these stately creations of nature exist in every
direction. They spawn a feeling of tranquility,
no matter where you are in Sedona. Many
of the premier hotel and resort balconies
and dining patios provide awesome views
of the local landscape, as do quite a few of
the outdoor garden hearths you’ll find at the
romantic bed and breakfasts close to town.
You can also take in the captivating scenery
while strolling along the banks of Oak Creek.
In the prehistoric era, the Sedona area was
covered by ancient seas; the red rock buttes
we see today were once sandbars and
islands protruding from bottom of the ocean.
Over millions of years, the sea repeatedly
receded and returned, leaving layers of
sediment. Wind and water erosion created
these beautifully sculpted wonders, which are
composed of sandstone, limestone and silica.
Ferrous oxide blended with the sandstone,
giving the red rocks their distinctive hue.
Sedona is a melting pot of artists, Western
galleries, Indian jewelry, Navajo rugs, local
breweries and wineries, fine dining and
world-class shopping at venues such as
Tlaquepaque Arts & Crafts Village. If you’re
looking for hiking trails, a Jeep tour or maybe
a balloon flight, Sedona has it all.
To learn more, go to VisitSedona.com

Arizona’s
Northern
Wine
Country
Producing some
of the finest wines
anywhere. Take
the time to visit one
of our outstanding
vineyards.
Page Spring Cellars
1500 North Page Springs Rd.
Cornville, AZ.
86325
928-639-3004
Caduceus Cellars
158 Main St.
Jerome, AZ.
86331
928-639-9463
Cellar 433
240 Hull Ave.
Jerome, AZ.
86331
928-634-7033
Pillsbury Wine Co.
1012 N. Main St.
Cottonwood, AZ.
86326
928-639-0646
Javelina Leap Vineyard
& Winery
1565 North Page Springs Rd.
Cornville, AZ.
86325
928-649-2651
Oak Creek Vineyards & Winery
1555 North Page Springs Rd.
Cornville, AZ.
86325
928-649-0290
Alcantara Vineyards
6400 East Thousand Trails Rd.
Cottonwood, AZ.
86326
928-649-8463

EVENTS
EARTH DAY PEACE
FESTIVAL
Saturday, April 22
Participate in this World-Wide
Event by taking part in a four-mile mindful
walking meditation, creating a Pathway to Peace.
Enjoy the breathtaking views and feel the energy
of Mother Earth as she heals your mind and soul.
Nationwide, the goal for the total distance walked
is 25,000 miles, which would take us around the
planet Earth. Location: Sedona
WINE WEDNESDAYS IN SEDONA
Wednesdays
Come up to Sound Bites Grill for the best
Wineaux Wednesday in Sedona! The wine
experts will select glorious wines from their
extensive collection and let you decide which
ones you wish to try. Add to the delicious wines
their once a day miracle called the most beautiful
sunset in the state and you have an amazing
opportunity to taste beautiful wines in one of the
most beautiful places on Earth!
928-282-2713
TLAQUEPAQUE, A TASTE OF
PROVENCE
Saturday, April 8th
Mix and mingle with 12 artists and
craftsmen from Provence right here in
Tlaquepaque on Saturday April 8th from
4:00pm to 8:00pm during a fabulous day
of cultural exchange and a delight for all
of your senses. Listen to the music and
vocals from three outstanding French
bands with songs in French and English.
Watch as a master glass worker creates one-ofa-kind stunning glass beads and other objects of
art. Experience live demonstrations of painting
and drawing with a decidedly French flair. Taste
delicious wines from the award winning wine
country in Provence along with tasty little bites by
a French chef. Smell the aromas as you anticipate
a sumptuous meal prepared by both chef Walter
of Rene’s and guest Chef Marie Pierre Gall from
Provence. This exotic Taste of Provence will give
you a luscious look into Provence right here in our
beloved red rock country.
www.tlaq.com

GUIDED BIRD WALKS AT
RED ROCK STATE PARK
Saturdays and Wednesdays
On Saturday and Wednesday mornings, bird enthusiasts join a
naturalist for a guided walk appropriate for beginner and advanced
birders. The walks begin at 8AM. Please arrive a little early to join the
leader on the viewing deck above the visitor center. Please bring your
own binoculars. There is no charge for the guided bird walk, but park
entrance fees do apply. If birding on your own, the Hummingbird Patio
is an excellent spot to start your tour. Another good viewing point is the
Visitor Center roof. Most year-round birds are found in the riparian area
next to Oak Creek or along the field behind the Visitor Center.
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CATHEDRAL ON THE HILL

Williams
Founded in 1818, Williams is located in
the heart of the Kaibab National Forest
at an elevation of 6,770 feet. Known as
the “Gateway to the Grand Canyon;“
Williams is just 25 miles west of Flagstaff and only 59 miles south of the
Grand Canyon. The town boasts a rich
heritage that features the Old West
and Route 66, coupled with today’s
tourism trends, along with the town’s
heyday years of the ‘50s and ‘60s.

W

illiams was named for the famous
trapper, scout and mountain man,
“Old Bill Williams.” A statue of “Old
Bill” stands in Monument Park, located on the
west side of the city. The large mountain directly
south of town is named Bill Williams Mountain.
Williams was the last town on Historic Route
66 to be bypassed by Interstate 40. The
community, bypassed on Oct. 13, 1984, has
hosted world travelers for over 100 years, with
tourism remaining a huge source of annual
revenues for the town. Boasting seven area
fishing lakes, hiking trails, an alpine ski area and
cross country ski trails, four seasons weather
and an abundance of wildlife, Williams offers
unlimited recreational opportunities for every
outdoor enthusiast. The Historic Downtown
District covers six square blocks and offers
great shopping, antique stores, gift shops,
WanderAZ • Spring 2017

fine & casual dining, a great local brewery and
numerous hotels.
The town is home to the Grand Canyon Railway
that takes you on a fabulous roundtrip train ride
to the Grand Canyon. It also offers its Grand
Canyon Railway Hotel, a premier hotel adjacent
to the railway station. A few minutes south of
town is Bearizona, a drive-thru wildlife park
which offers a once in a lifetime experience. Both
of these attractions should be on everyone’s
bucket list. Nightly shootouts with the Cataract
Creek Gang also entertain young and old alike.
For more information that will lead to a delightful
stay in Williams, you can contact the WilliamsForest Service Visitors’ Center at (928) 635-4061.
Population: 3,094
Distance: 169 miles
northwest of Phoenix
Drive Time: 2 hrs 55 min

Williams Attractions
Bearizona

1500 Historic Route 66
Williams, AZ.
5 minutes South of Williams
(928) 635-2289
Website: Bearizona.com

Where you can get up
close & personal.

You may even get a kiss
from Gracie!

Grand Canyon Deer Farm
6769 E. Deer Farm Rd.
Williams, AZ.
30 minutes West of Flagstaff
(928) 635-4073
Website: Deerfarm.com

Grand Canyon
National Park

81 miles North of Flagstaff
Take Hwy 180 & 64
(928) 638-7888
Website: nps.gov/grca

Grand Canyon
Railway and Hotel

233 N. Grand Canyon Blvd.
Williams, AZ.
(928) 773-1976
Website: thetrain.com

You can African Crested Porcupines, Patagonian Cavys, Wallabies, Bison,
see: Coatimundi, Mini Zebu Cattle, Mini Donkeys, Talking Birds & More!

928-635-4073

Est. 1969

Grand Canyon

Deer Farm
April - June • Daily: 10am - 5pm

6769 E. Deer Farm Rd
Williams, AZ 86246

Just 8 miles east of Williams on I-40, Exit 171

www.deerfarm.com

or send Email to: deerfrmr@aol.com

MAKE A GRAND TRIP

Grander

Authorized concessioner of the National Park Service.

Make your special trip to the Grand Canyon even more
memorable by traveling aboard a vintage train along a

century-old rail line. With six classes of carefully restored
passenger service, you’ll journey back in time through pine
forests and wide-open prairies as musicians play the tunes
of the West on this entertaining Grand Canyon expedition.
Start your journey at THETRAIN.COM or 1-800-THE-TRAIN.

D E PA RT I N G DA I LY F R O M W I L L I A M S, A R I ZO N A FO R T H E G R A N D C A N YO N S O U T H R I M
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Grand Canyon: 74 miles
north of Flagstaff
Drive Time: 1hr 20 mins

GRAND CANYON

Many call it Flagstaff or simply
Flag, “The Gateway or Playground
of the North.” It’s all of that and
more. It is your gateway to the
Grand Canyon, and is a cozy
northern city set amid a stunning
landscape of tall pines, forests
and gorgeous mountain peaks,
with local inhabitants who are
extremely friendly. You will love
this region of our great state,
as Flagstaff is a wonderland for
so many outdoor activities from
hiking, biking, climbing, camping,
golfing, swimming, fishing,
hunting, skiing to horseback riding.
Anyone visiting this mountain
city will be overwhelmed with its
natural beauty.

Flagstaff

I

t’s amazing to think that for a city with a
population of roughly 68,500, in 2015 it
hosted 6 million visitors on their way to
somewhere else. And in many cases, that
somewhere else was our renowned Grand
Canyon who itself had 5.5 million visitors. This
wonder of the world is 80-miles north of Flag.
Located in the heart of the city and serving as
a major economic engine is Northern Arizona
University (NAU), which opened in 1899.
NAU operates on a beautiful and expansive
campus that comprises 740 acres. Its class of
2017 hails from 38 states and boasts a student
population of some 24,000. NAU’s popular
majors are: Business, Management, Marketing,
and Related Support Services; Education;

FLAGSTAFF STATION
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Population: 68,667
Distance: 145 miles north
of Phoenix
Drive Time: 2hrs 25 min

Liberal Arts and Sciences, General Studies and
Humanities; Health Professions and Related
Programs and Social Sciences.
A two-and-a-half-hour (easy drive) from
greater Phoenix, Flagstaff is popular as both
an escape from the Valleys desert heat during
the summer months, but is also a winter
wonderland with the Arizona Snowbowl Ski
Resort just 7 miles from town. Snowbowl offers
exceptional skiing in the iconic San Francisco
Peaks, and is open year-round with a variety of
spring and summer activities for all to enjoy.
Who hasn’t heard of the legendary Route 66
which runs right through the center of Flagstaff
and remains a major highway for travelers
between Kingman AZ. and Flagstaff? In fact
Arizona has the longest remaining stretch of
usable Route 66 in the country. The allure
of this iconic highway grabs everyone who
experiences Route 66 for themselves.
The Grand Canyon can be reached by car,
motorcycle, helicopter or you can ride the
rails with the Grand Canyon Railway located
in Williams, AZ., that offers multiple daily
departures and is a short 20 minute drive west
of Flag. Another great way to experience the
Grand Canyon is to take an all-day guided tour.
This way you don’t have to worry about driving,
parking and traffic. You can simply sit back and
enjoy all that the Grand Canyon has to offer.
And when doing so, you might want to

consider AZ Adventure Tours & Events,
whose slogan is: “So where do you want to go
next?” They will customize your tour just for
you! Other company’s won’t do that for you,
because their tours take you where they go,
and not where you might like to go.
Flag is a very traveler-friendly city—and it’s
easy to navigate as every place you want to
go is either right or left off the main drag which
travels the entire length of the city. Historic
downtown starts with the train station and
heads north. Galleries, restaurants, shops,
antique and gift stores dot the entire area,
and close by are landmark venues such as the
Lowell Observatory, Meteor Crater, Museum
of Northern Arizona and the Riordan Mansion
to name a few. You might be surprised, but
Flag offers a wide array of fine and casual
dining that will appeal to every possible taste
bud, including having dinner at Black Bart’s
Steakhouse with their singing waiters, an
iconic venue in Flag since 1979. You will also
enjoy many local brew pubs which serve
a variety of Flagstaff’s locally brewed craft
beers. And if it’s some exciting night-life you
are seeking, then its downtown where most of
the local bars (wine and beer) can be found.
Flagstaff remains a popular year-round
destination for both Phoenicians and the
millions of annual travelers who visit with us.
To learn more, visit FlagstaffArizona.org

1894

Over 120 Years of Science and
Discovery in Flagstaff, AZ

1930

1977
2012

2015

www.lowell.edu | (928) 774-3358

Steakhouse • Saloon • Musical Revue
Locally Owned and Operated for over 30 Years

Take Out
Available

A Fun Family Show
Featuring the
Black Bart Singers
in a nightly
Musical Revue
with Standards,
Showtunes
& Singing Waiters

Steaks
Worth Leavin’
Home Fer!

5pm-9pm
Daily

Call for Reservations

928-779-3142

2760 East Butler • 1-40 & Butler Ave • Flagstaff

www.blackbartssteakhouse.com
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Home of Great
Oak Broiled Steaks,
Chicken, Ribs
& Seafood
Midwestern Beef Aged
& Cut right here on
the premises

Looking BackAZ
Arizona has many important historic homes throughout
the state that are open to the public. Here are two such
homes for visitors to enjoy:
The Zane Grey Cabin

Zane Grey (1872-1939) was one
of the most popular and prolific
writers of western novels in the
first half of the 20th century,
with approximately 90 books to
his credit. An outdoorsman who
frequently visited the west, Grey had
Zane Grey
a cabin built in 1921 at the base of the
Mogollon Rim. He spent a few weeks at his
Arizona retreat to hunt and write every year
until 1929.
The original cabin was destroyed by the
1990 Dude fire. In 2005 The Zane Grey
Cabin Foundation raised the funds to
faithfully reconstruct the cabin in Green
Valley Park, a serene setting at the end of
Historic Main Street in Payson. A guided
tour of the cabin provides visitors with
a narrative of the writer’s life in the Rim
Country during the years he visited there.
The replica Zane Grey Cabin is part of
the Rim Country Museum, which offers
fascinating exhibits on the plentiful
regional history. The
Museum features
a gift shop with
shelves of Zane Grey
novels. Visit www.
rimcountrymuseums.
com for more
information.

BY MICHAEL P. MURPHY

1921

The Riordan Mansion

This large log and stone structure located near the Northern
Arizona University campus pays homage to the lifestyle of Arizona’s
rich and famous of the early 1900s.
Brothers Timothy and Michael Riordan, owners of the Arizona
Lumber and Mill Company, were respected members of the
business community in the territorial town of Flagstaff. After
marrying sisters related to the prominent Babbitt family, the
Riordans contracted famed architect Charles Whittlesey to design
a duplex home for the two families to share. (Whittlesey would
complete El Tovar Hotel at the Grand Canyon in 1905.) Completed
in 1904, the homes are
composed of 40
rooms with more than
13,000 square feet and
wings connected by a
rendezvous room. The
structure remains an
enduring example of
American Arts and Crafts
style architecture.

1904

Knowledgeable tour
guides share great
insight of the lives of the
Riordans. The interior of
the East House retains
the appearance of its
era, and features original artifacts, furnishings and
personal possessions of the families.
Flagstaff offers many destinations of interest
for Northern Arizona visitors, but to step back in
time, a tour of the Riordan Mansion comes highly
recommended. To learn more,
visit www.azstateparks.com/Parks/RIMA.
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He was born Marion Robert Morrison,
but his friends knew him as Duke.
The world knew him as John Wayne.

T

By Michael Murphy

o learn more about this
Hollywood icon who had
deep roots in Arizona,
consider reading Scott
Eyman’s excellent 2014
biography, “John Wayne: The Life
and Legend”, recently released in
paperback. Drawing on Eyman’s own
interviews with his subject, as well as
having access to Wayne’s personal
letters, family members, friends and
descendants of his contemporaries,
Eyman has created a fascinating
portrait of a drive n man
many still consider their
favorite movie star, thirtysix years after his death.

part at the original Old Tucson Studios,
where director Hawks had four blocks
of a western town built to 7/8 scale in
order to make the actors look bigger.
Several Wayne movies directed by Ford,
including Fort Apache, The Searchers
and She Wore A Yellow Ribbon, were
filmed in Monument Valley, the aweinspiring landscape located on the
Navajo Reservation.

The author offers fresh
insight to the many
highlights of Wayne’s
extraordinary life and
body of work. Eyman
devotes six pages to Wayne’s first star
appearance in Stagecoach, director
John Ford’s 1939 western classic that
rescued the actor’s career after a dozen
years of toiling in B movies. More
great films would follow, including Fort
Apache, The Sands of Iwo Jima. The
Quiet Man, The Man Who Shot Liberty
Valance, The Sons of Katie Elder, and
True Grit, the 1969 film that earned
Wayne a Best Actor Oscar.

Wayne’s business interests outside of
Hollywood were mostly failures, yet
he found success
when he bought a
4,000-acre cotton
farm south of Phoenix
and partnered with
neighboring farmer
Louis Johnson in 1958.
Six years later they
purchased the 26 Bar
Ranch near Eagar,
where they successfully bred purebred
Hereford cattle. Wayne traveled
to Arizona as often as he could for
auctions, mostly because he enjoyed
it, partly because it was good business.
Johnson sold the ranch after Wayne‘s
death. He also parted with the Red
River Land Company and the Red River
Feed Yard in Stanfield which they coowned. Half of the $45 million garnered
went to the Wayne estate.

Wayne certainly made his mark in
Arizona. Red River, his first collaboration
with director Howard Hawks, utilized
locations throughout the state, including
Elgin, Sonoita, Tucson, the Santa Rita
Mountains, and Old Tucson, the famous
studios. Rio Bravo was also filmed in

Wayne was a hard-drinking, heavy
smoker who continued to smoke cigars
after the 1964 cancer surgery that
cost him a lung. He was a staunch
conservative, yet listened to opposing
political views with respect. He deeply
loved America but bore a lifelong guilt

For many to this
day, John wayne is
the stuff that men
are made of.
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for not serving in the military. He loved
his family but could not find fulfillment
in three failed marriages. Eyman
chronicles the last four, painful years of
Wayne‘s life, when a number of health
issues plagued him. Wayne ultimately
capitulated to what he called the Red
Witch, or cancer, which claimed his life
in 1979. Wayne’s last film, 1976’s The
Shootist, ironically depicts a gunfighter
dying of the same disease.
For those who grew up watching John
Wayne movies in theaters or on television,
the book provides an opportunity to
learn more about the legendary actor.
Members of later generations for the
younger generation will find inspiration in
the life of a man who found his passion in
portraying strong, yet flawed big screen
heroes as he lived his version of the
American Dream.
For all generations, the legacy of John
Wayne lives on in the digital age. Fans
have created John Wayne websites,
as well as a John Wayne Facebook
page, which has nearly 2.5 million
Likes. Winterset, Iowa features the
John Wayne Birthplace Museum. His
beloved yacht, The Wild Goose, is
available for private dinner cruises out
of Newport Beach, California. The
image of John Wayne can be found on
‘Old Guys Rule’ T-shirts to a Duke brand
of bourbon. His movies still sell in DVD
and Blu-Ray formats and are frequently
featured on cable TV networks.
For many to this day, John Wayne is the
stuff that men are made of.

Northern Arizona Attractions
The Arboretum at Flagstaff
4001 S. Woody Mountain Rd.
Phone: (928) 774-1442
Website: thearb.org

HOLSINGER METEORITE AT METEOR CRATER

Arizona Snowbowl
9300 N. Snowbowl Rd.
Phone: (928) 779-1951
Website: Arizonasnowbowl.com

Riordan Mansion State Historic Park
409 W. Riordan Rd. ·
Phone: (928) 779-4395
Website: azstateparks.com/riordan-mansion

Grand Canyon National Park
81 miles North of Flagstaff
Take Hwy 180 & 64
Phone: (928) 638-7888
Website: nps.gov/grca
Lowell Observatory
1400 W. Mars Hill Rd.
Phone: (928) 233-3212
Website: Lowell.edu
Meteor Crater
Exit 233 off the I-40 East
Phone: (928) 289-2362
Website: www.meteorcrater.com
Many people
think of Arizona
for its desert
and the Grand
Canyon as a
giant hole, but
its rims average
6900 feet and
8100 feet. Did
you know that
Arizona has a
mean elevation
of 4,000
feet and 26
mountain peaks
higher than
10,000 feet in
elevation?

Now
that’s
a deep
hole.

Planes of Fame Air Museum
755 Mustang Way
Williams-Valle, AZ
Phone: (928) 635-1000
Website: planesoffame.org

RIORDAN MANSION

Twin Arrows Casino Resort
I-40 Exit 219 • 22181 Resort Blvd.
Phone: (928) 856-7200
Website: twinarrows.com
Walnut Canyon National Monument
From I-40, take Exit 204, turn south.
Phone: (928) 526-3367
Website: nps.gov/waca

MUSEUMS
Arizona Pioneer Museum
2340 N. Fort Valley Rd., Flagstaff
(928) 774-6272
arizonahistoricalsociety.org

WILDERNESS RIVER ADVENTURES
Wilderness River Adventures offers over 50
combined years of experience as whitewater
outfitters on the Colorado River, specializing
in adventures down the Grand Canyon and
Cataract Canyon in Canyonlands National
Park. They are focused on ensuring an
unrivaled experience for guests. A must visit.
Location: Page, Arizona.
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Museum of Northern AZ
3101 N. Fort Valley Rd., Flagstaff
(928) 774-5213
musnaz.org

CASINOS
Twin Arrows Navajo
Casino Resort
2181 Resort Boulevard
Flagstaff
(928) 856-7200

“Where do YOU want to go next?”

O

ur specialty is
offering you private,
custom guided tours to
wherever YOU want to
go -- not just the places
everyone else wants
to take you. Whoever
calls AZ Adventure
Tours is asked this key
question—“Where
do YOU want to go
next?”

We can take you to
the Grand Canyon
or Sedona and give
you the best tour
experience
possible,
but if it’s off
the beaten
path you are
looking for,
to see the
history and
raw beauty of

the Northern

Arizona landscape,
then try our fabulous
Volcano Tour which
includes hikes of
the Lava Tube and
Red Mountain, or the

1000 Years of Ghost
Towns Tour that stops
at native ruins, cliff
dwellings and old west
ghost towns. On these
unique tours we take
you to all the places
other tours companies
simply don’t go.

Call 928-699-2149

And if you
are looking
for a really
fun tour, try
our Verde

Valley
Wine
Tour and

visit some
of Arizona's

or visit www.azadventuretours.com
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AZ Adventure
Tours &
Events is
Flagstaff's
Most Unique
Tour Company

best wineries
or our Best

Brewery Tour that

takes you to some of
the best local brew
houses in Flagstaff
and Williams, AZ two of our most
popular tours.

So, where
do YOU
want to go
next?

R oute 66

The

Allure of Americas
’

T

By J.J. LaBarber

he famed pianist and composer
Bobby Troup wrote the iconic hit
song; “Get Your Kicks on Route
66.” As a former pianist with
the renowned Tommy Dorsey
Orchestra, Troup headed west with millions
of other World War II veterans. He was
inspired to write the song which suggested
that the “get-your-kicks” journey was an
end unto itself. It became a hit for Troup,
but also immortalized the two-lane highway
that commenced in Chicago, and ended
in Los Angeles-Santa Monica. Route 66
covered three
time zones.
From its starting
point in “The
Windy City,”
route 66 headed
southwest to
Oklahoma City,
then due west
to the sun and
surf of the Pacific
Ocean. A very
famous part of
its history is the
section that that goes through the wonderful
state of Arizona, a section that is still heavily
travelled today.
Route 66 was inaugurated in the 1920’s
(officially designated in 1926), by a group of
businessmen when the automobile was rapidly
becoming the main preference for family
vacation travel, however, its lifespan was short
lived, as it lasted less than 50 years. Route 66
was “decommissioned” in 1985, but its legend
certainly lives on in Northern Arizona, where
it remains a main road between Williams and
Flagstaff.

The Grapes of Wrath. An iconic scene from
the movie finds Henry Fonda at the wheel of a
broken-down auto laden with family and their
life belongings leaving the Dust Bowl for California. During the “Great Depression” Route
66 served as a main conduit for over 200,000
poverty-ridden rural inhabitants to their Garden of Eden (California) on the Pacific Coast.
Route 66 received further recognition when
CBS launched its TV show by the same name
(1960-1964). For baby-boomers, we can all
remember those
two young guys as
they drove across
America in their
red hot corvette
convertible. Each
episode (116 in
all) chronicled
their weekly
journey. Martin
Milner starred
as Tod Stiles, and
his friend Buz
Murdock was
played by George
Maharis until
he left midway
through the third
season due to an illness. Then Stiles met a recently discharged Vietnam veteran named Lincoln Case (played by Glenn Corbett) who
decided to follow Tod on his travels, staying
with him until the final episode. Few, if any
highways in America will have the everlasting
allure as will “Route 66.”

John Steinbeck referenced Route 66 as “The
Mother Road” in his classic book and movie,
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EVENTS

5th ANNUAL FLAGSTAFF BLUES AND
BREWS FESTIVAL
June 10
Major Blues favorites, includes craft brews,
vendors, food, a kid’s area and more,
benefits local music and art programs, 11 am
– 9 pm, Location: Continental Country Club
Driving Range.
flagstaffblues.com
FLAGSTAFF CHILI COOK-OFF
June 10 – June 11
Includes the 46th Annual Arizona State
Championship Chili Cook-Off where chili
cooks from all over the southwest compete
to qualify for the World Championships
in Red Chili, Chili Verde and salsa, public
tasting, crafters, and vendors. Location:
Thorpe Park.
chilicookoff.com
GRAND CANYON STAR PARTY
June 10 – June 11
Grand Canyon South Rim, sponsored by
National Park Service and the Tucson
Amateur Astronomy Association, amateur
astronomers from across the country will
be volunteering their expertise, numerous
telescopes set up to view, on the South Rim
the event includes a slide show at 8 pm,
928-638-7967 or visit:
www.nps.gov/grca or
www.tucsonastronomy.org/gcsp.html

Arizona’s
Oldest
Hotel
Since1897

PUB &
GRILL

Open Daily 8am-10pm

Zane
Grey
Ballroom, Bar & Balcony

Open Daily
4pm-Midnight

Open Daily 4pm-Close
Happy Hour: 4pm - 7pm

Celebrating Our 25th Anniversary!

Dinner and a Show

STARBUCKS
PROUDLY SERVED

23 N. Leroux Street,
Flagstaff, Arizona 86001

Happy Hour
Appetizer &
Drink Specials

weatherfordhotel.com

The First
Sushi/Teppanyaki
Restaurant in
Flagstaff

Daily

GRAND CANYON
STAR PARTY
June 10 – June 11

Located inside the newly renovated DoubleTree Hotel on Old Route 66!
Less than a mile from Historic Downtown.

1175 W Route 66 Flagstaff, AZ 86001
Phone number: 928-773-8880
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T

his is a popular phrase at
the Lowell Observatory in
Flagstaff, and a good way
to describe its founding and the
work that continues in this active
research facility where history
and science come together atop
the aptly named Mars Hill. The
stunning view of the city below
isn’t bad, either. And you must be
aware, but at the Observatory,
there is so much for you to do than
simply looking at the stars!

"Be curious,
and don’t
forget to
look up."

Percival Lowell was a wealthy
Bostonian with a Bachelor of
Arts degree in math and he once
served as a foreign secretary in
Korea. An accomplished man with
a passion for astronomy, he had a
curious obsession with the planet
Mars, he came to Flagstaff in
1897 to build a hilltop observatory
and study the Red Planet. Lowell
died in 1916, but his work on Mars
Hill continued. In 1928 a new
telescope was built to search for
what was then known as Planet X.
Two years later Clyde Tombaugh
confirmed the discovery of this
new planet which, after a public
invitation to submit names, would
be known as Pluto.

By Michael P. Murphy

P e r c i va l L o w e l l
astronomer

There are fifteen astronomers on
staff at Lowell, so sharing their
knowledge to the community
is a high priority. Summer kid’s
camps give kids a fun way to look
at science, and the Navajo-Hopi
Outreach program takes historians
and astronomers to reservation
schools to educate children about
science and astronomy. Classes
are also held at the observatory
for these children, providing them
with an invaluable hands-on
learning experience.

The Lowell Observatory is right
off S. Milton Road (the main drag)
in Flagstaff. It continues to be a
major North American attraction,
a place of wonder, where the sky
truly is the limit. After all, where
Lowell Observatory would
else can you go and talk to an
forever be linked with this
significant scientific discovery, actual astronomer?
but the campus on Mars Hill is a
working scientific research and
education facility that is open to
the public year round. Daily tours
offer something for everyone, from
Open
grandparent to grandchild. There
Monday – Saturday
are solar viewings every day as
10am – 10pm.
well as a close-up look at the Clark
Sunday 10am – 5pm.
Refractor and the Pluto Telescope.
History buffs will appreciate the
Call: 928-774-3358
exhibits in the Rotunda Museum
and Putnam Collection Center. For
kids, there is the interactive Space
Guard Academy.

Lowell
Observatory:
Where
History and Science
Come
Together
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Where your western adventure begins and you
can have the unique opportunity to see the
world from horseback.
Visit us at our locations across the state from
Windmill Ranch Stables located in Flagstaff, AZ,White
Tanks Stables in West Phoenix to our southern stable
Western Adventures at the El Conquistador Resort in Tucson, AZ.
Daily Guided Horseback rides
Horse-drawn Hay Rides
Carriage Rides (Any bride would love!!)
Seasonal Sleigh Rides w/campfire and cocoa
Riding Lessons

From ages 5 and above-small or large groups (corporate/family reunions) our
horseback experience is one to create memories for years to come!!

1-844-967-GOLD (4653)

www.potagoldadventures.com

EVENTS
FIRST FRIDAY ARTWALK
June 10
Downtown Flagstaff – The artwalk is one
of Northern Arizona’s premier arts events.
Each first Friday of the month, art galleries
and businesses in historic Downtown
Flagstaff open their doors from 5-9pm with
special art exhibitions, performances, live
music, treats and much much more. It’s
Flagstaff monthly street party – the ArtWalk
is one of those rare events that both locals
and out-of-towners attend and enjoy.
HISTORICAL ROUTE 66 CAR SHOW
May 10 - 20
This is the 2nd Annual Historical Route 66
Car Show. Proceeds from this event Benefit
the local American Legion Cordova Post #13
Friday night will kick off with a "Cruise the
Loop" down Historic Route 66 through the
Historical District of Williams.
The American Legion will be hosting a
"Burger Burn" at the American Legion
Saturday will kick off the Official Car Show
at 6:00 am - 3:00 pm
The Car show is open to public and is free
unless you are participating in the event.
historicalroute66carshow.com
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Did you know
how Arizona
was named? The
Native American
word is “Ali
shonak,” which
roughly translates
as place of the
small spring. Some
historians believe
it derives from the
Basque word for
“The Good Oak
Tree.” If you speak
Spanish, Arizona is
not very different
from “zona arida,”
or arid zone.
Arizona’s most
used nicknames
are the Grand
Canyon State or
the Copper State.

Looking BackAZ

Flagstaff
Rides�Rails!

Over 100 freight and
passenger trains pass through
Flagstaff every day. Like
Northern Arizona University,
Lowell Observatory, the Hotel
Weatherford and December
snowstorms, the railways
remain a major transportation
route, and is an important part
of the culture in this bustling
northern Arizona community.
he first Flagstaff rails were staked
in 1881 with a diverse labor crew
that included Mexicans, Indians
and Mormons. The Atlantic
and Pacific Railroad began
service through the town on August 1, 1882.
Flagstaff, then with a population of about
200, quickly prospered with the tourism and
trade dollars that rolled in with the trains.
Lumber, the major industry in Flagstaff, could
now be quickly and efficiently transported
by the new rail lines. It also became a wild
railroad town of saloons, dance halls and

T

gambling houses. Shootings and lynchings
became common place and most local
merchants kept a gun or rifle close by to
handle the local troublemakers.
Despite all this, the relationship between
Flagstaff and the A & P was tempestuous
from the start. The reason? The steam
locomotives required surface water to fuel its
operation, and lots of it, but Flagstaff needed
the water, too. Decades of negotiating and
compromising would follow. Progress would
be the ultimate deciding factor in 1953, when
the railway retired steam locomotives from
their Flagstaff line.
Never profitable, the
Atlantic and Pacific
Railroad evolved into
the Atchison, Topeka
and Santa Fe Railroad
and promptly went into
receivership in 1893,
reorganizing as the
legendary Atchison,
Topeka and Santa Fe
Railway. It would take
many years for Flagstaff
to convince the railway
that a depot was
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necessary to serve the traveling public. The
Santa Fe eventually financed the construction
of the Flagstaff depot, which opened in 1926
along what is now old Route 66, between
Beaver and San Francisco streets.
Today, the train station operates two
services. It acts as the cities visitor’s center
and gift shop and also as the Amtrak station.
For visitors who enjoy exploring Flagstaff’s
historic district, the depot is a great place to
kick back and watch the trains roll by. At 100
trains per day, the wait is never very long.

ARIZONA
Experience the Great
American Eclipse

AUG 21, 2017
• Solar Viewing
• Astronomer Talks
• Kids Crafts
Activities start at 8 a.m.

ARIZONA FACTS

www.lowell.edu | 1400 W Mars Hill Rd, Flagstaff, AZ 86001 | (928) 774-3358
Find us on Social Media: Facebook.com/LowellObservatory | Twitter: @LowellObs | Instagram: @LowellObservatory

Governor: Doug Ducey, Republican
Nickname: Grand Canyon State
Capital: Phoenix
Population: 6,626,624
Became a state: Feb. 14, 1912 (48th state)
Land mass: 114,000 sq. miles (295,260 sq. km)
Highest elevation: Flagstaff at 7,000 feet (2,130 m)
Most visited attraction: Grand Canyon National Park (4.6 million in 2013)
Number of counties: 15; State parks: 28
State flower: Flower of the Saguaro Cactus
Ten largest cities: Phoenix, Tucson, Mesa, Chandler, Glendale, Scottsdale, Gilbert, Tempe, Peoria, Yuma
Arizona’s 5Cs: Cattle, Climate, Cotton, Copper and Citrus
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